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… AND CARRY 
A BIG STICK

The machinations of the Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea’s (DPRK) government 
and ruling Kim dynasty are regular topics 
of interest to AMR editorials. The editorial in the magazine’s previous issue (April) 

examined the death of Kim Jong-nam, the half brother of the country’s Supreme Leader 
Kim Jong-un, on 13th February at Kuala Lumpur International Airport; widely believed to 
have been the handiwork of DPRK agents. 

The slaying of Mr. Kim is not the only reason that the Hermit Kingdom is back in the 
headlines. The DPRK’s sabre-rattling has intensified of late, with a test of four Medium-
Range Ballistic Missiles (MRBMs) of an unknown type on 6th March from the country’s 
Tongch’ang-dong Space Centre. All four missiles reportedly crashed into the Sea of Japan. 
These tests were followed up on 4th April with a further MRBM test, this time of a single 
weapon, from the port city of Sinpo on the country’s eastern coast. Once again, the MRBM 
crashed into the Sea of Japan.

Five MRBM tests in less than one month have, understandably, been seen as provocative by 
the DPRK’s neighbours notably Japan and the Republic of Korea. Japan’s Prime Minister 
Shinzo Abe declared that the 6th March tests: “clearly demonstrate evidence of a new threat 
from (the DPRK).” The US government for its part has acted in a swift and determined 
fashion. As this issue of AMR explains, it deployed the US Army’s Lockheed Martin 
Terminal High Altitude Area Defence (THAAD) anti-ballistic missile system to Osan 
airbase in the west of the Republic of Korea. Media reports state that this THAAD battery 
should be declared operational by June. Meanwhile, the wake of the 4th April MRBM 
test, the US Navy’s USS Carl Vinson ‘Nimitz’ class aircraft carrier, and her accompanying 
Carrier Battle Group (CBG) has been ordered to sail towards the Korean Peninsula. The 
new administration of President Donald Trump has already set out its stall regarding the 
DPRK, with James Mattis, US secretary of state for defence, telling the media in late March 
that: “Right now (the DPRK) appears to be going in a very reckless manner … and that has 
got to be stopped.”

The deployment of both the THAAD SAM battery and the USS Carl Vinson CBG sends out 
the welcome message to the DPRK’s neighbours, and the wider world, that such provocation 
will be checked and met by force if necessary. The US has, once more, stepped up to the 
mantle in the Asia-Pacific as a reliable ally, and as a force to be reckoned with.

Thomas Withington, Editor
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The US Army has enhanced the defences of the Korean Peninsula with the 
deployment of an AN/TPY-2 radar, while new deliveries of Elbit tactical radios are 
revealed, and new wide-body aircraft self-protection systems enter the market place. 

Radar
As of early March, the US Army commenced the deployment of 
its Raytheon AN/TPY-2 X-band (8.5-10.68 gigahertz/GHz) ground-
based air surveillance radar as part of a larger deployment 
of a Lockheed Martin Terminal High Altitude Area Defence 

by Thomas Withington 

surface-to-air missile battery. 
Advanced elements of the 
battery arrived at Osan 
airbase, on the western 
coast of the Republic of 
Korea (ROK) on 6th March, 
according to local media 
reports. 

The deployment was in 
response to the launch of 
four ballistic missiles from 
the Democratic Republic of 
Korea’s (DPRK) Tongch’ang-
dong Space Launch Centre 
on the western coast of the 
DPRK. Some of the missiles 
were reported to have flown 
for circa 533 nautical miles/
nm (987 kilometres/km) 
before falling into the Sea of 
Japan. The AN/TPY-2 radar 
accompanying the THAAD 
battery was reported to 
have arrived at Osan airbase 

on 16th March. Additional press reports stated that the entire 
THAAD battery is expected to be declared as operational in June. 
Open sources note that the radar can operate in a so-called TM 
(Terminal Mode) by which it provides fire control information 
for the THAAD battery, meanwhile the radar’s FBM (Fixed 

The US Army has 
deployed an AN/

TPY-2 ground-based 
air surveillance 

radar to the ROK 
following a series of 
ballistic missile tests 
performed in March 

by the DPRK. 
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Base Mode) allows it to provide ground-based air surveillance 
radar coverage for additional ballistic missile defence systems. 
Published range figures for the radar vary considerably 
according to the source. Neither the radar’s manufacturer nor 
the US Department of Defence’s Missile Defence Agency which 
has procured the radar to enhance US ballistic missile defence 
efforts publish the AN/TPY-2’s range. 

Tactical Radio
AMR has learnt that Sweden will begin to receive new Elbit 
Systems tactical radios for its army in 2017. Confidential sources 
have revealed that up to 2500 of the firm’s MCTR-7200 vehicular 
radios are to be delivered to the country. These multiband 
transceivers transmit across wavebands of 30 Megahertz (MHz) to 
512MHz and 225MHz to 512MHz. The radio carries both the firm’s 
Narrow-Band Waveform (NBWF) and Wide-Band Waveform 

(WBWF). These waveforms have channel spacings of 25 kilohertz 
(KHz), 12.5KHz and 6.25KHz for the NBWF and one megahertz 
for the WBWF. Data rates carried by both waveforms are in the 
region of 115.2 kilobits-per-second (kbps) for the NBWF when 
using a 25KHz channel, and up to 500kbps when using a single 
channel with the WBWF. Communications security in the form 
of AES-256 standard encryption is accommodated in the radios, 
alongside proprietary encryption. The radios can perform mobile 
ad hoc networking, while also accommodating up to 16 nodes 
on a network when using the NBWF and up to 60 nodes when 
employing the WBWF. Deliveries of the MCTR-7200 vehicular 
radios to the Swedish Army are expected to conclude in 2021. 

The sources continued that the MCTR-7200 is expected 
to eventually replace the Rockwell Collins RA-460 radios 
currently used by the force. The RA-460 is reportedly based 
on the multiband (two megahertz to two gigahertz) FlexNet-
Four tactical radio produced by the firm. This radio is equipped 
with the FlexNet Waveform, which Rockwell Collins states is a 
high data rate ad hoc networking waveform, plus the ability to 
support the Thales PR4G and FastNet waveforms, and to offer 
data rates of between 64kbps and five megabits-per-second. 
The Swedish Defence Materiel Administration’s (FMW) 2013 
Tactical Ground Radio System Request for Information provides 
some indications of the modernisation path and concept of 
operations for the MCTR-7200. It envisages that the radio will 
support communications within a battalion with a narrowband 
waveform being used for communications between squads, 
and a wideband waveform being utilised for communications 
between armoured vehicles, and between those vehicles and  
squads. Although primarily envisaged for ground-to-ground 
communications, the document continues that the radio will 
be capable of supporting communications with helicopters and 
across satellites. 

It is noteworthy that waveforms used by the RA-460, the 
document states, will be ported into the new radio. Furthermore, 
the document stated an expectation that the new radio will 
accommodate the ESSOR/COALWNW waveforms from circa 
2019. Commencing in 2010, the ESSOR programme is managed 
by OCCAR (Organisation Conjointe de Coopération en Matière 
d’Armement/Joint Armament Control Organisation); a European 
intergovernmental organisation which manages collaborative 
defence programmes involving Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, 
Spain and the United Kingdom. The initiative aims to develop 
a high data rate wideband networking waveform for software 
defined radios which can be made available to the participating 
nations of Finland, France, Italy, Poland, Spain and Sweden. This 
intends to improve interoperability by providing a waveform 
which can be used across the tactical radios of these participating 
nations, and other third parties in the future. A similar effort to 
ESSOR is being realised by Australia, Finland, France, Germany, 
Italy, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States 
in the form of the Coalition Wideband Networking Waveform 
(COALWNW). This initiative is developing wideband 
waveforms which can be used by these nations to provide air 
and ground communications so as to enhance interoperability 
amongst these countries.

Meanwhile, Elbit Systems is celebrating the decision of the 
Israeli Defence Force (IDF) to invest circa $100 million, according 
to the company, in new tactical radios procured from the firm. 

The PNR-1000 is one of several radios in Elbit’s E-Lynx family. Recent orders of E-Lynx 
family members have followed to the Swedish and Israeli armed forces.
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radio will replace the legacy Harris AN/PRC-150(C). 
Covering a waveband of 1.6MHz to 59.9MHz, 
the AN/PRC-150(C) can handle data at rates of 
9.6kbps when transmitting in High Frequency (HF). 
Harris’ new radio will transmit over a 1.6MHz to 
60MHz range. Data rates of up to 120kbps can be 
transmitted across wavebands of three kilohertz 
(KHz) to 24KHz. The radio traces its heritage back 
to the firm’s RF-7800H-MP wideband HF radio, 
according to Marcelo De Risio, Harris’ HF radio 
product manager, with the exception that the RF-
300H-MP comes equipped with Type-1 encryption. 
Type-1 encryption is a cryptographic standard of 
the US National Security Agency (NSA) which uses 
approved NSA algorithms. 

Mr. De Risio reflected to AMR that the development of 
the RF-300H-MP, and its ability to handle comparatively 
large quantities of data for an HF radio was indicative of the 
trends experienced on the battlefield regarding the demand 
for wideband communications: “In the first decade of the 21st 
century, the demand for ever-higher data throughputs on the 
battlefield impelled the HF industry … to consider breaking 
out of the long-standing three kilohertz channelization of the 
HF spectrum.” What this means in practice is that the channels 
available to HF users have historically been limited to a three 
kilohertz bandwidth, due to restrictions on sharing the amount 
of available bandwidth within the HF band between military and 
civilian users. However, in September 2011, the US Department 
of Defence updated its MIL-STD-188-110 HF military standard 
for HF communications so as to reflect the need for wideband 
HF communications, which require bandwidths of between 
three kilohertz and 24KHz. 

The need to widen the data bandwidths available to HF users 
have received added impetus as a result of the much-feared 

Details are sparse, although an official company press release 
announcing the news stated that Elbit will supply handheld, 
vehicular and airborne radios to the IDF. The company has not 
revealed the type of radios to be acquired by the force, although 
sources close to the IDF inform AMR that the radios will come 
from the firm’s E-Lynx product line. In the V/UHF domain, the 
E-Lynx line includes the MCTR-7200 vehicular radio (see above), 
PNR-1000 and MCTR-7200HH handheld radios. No further 
details were provided by our source regarding which E-Lynx 
transceivers the IDF will receive. 

The PNR-1000 is a UHF (300 megahertz to three gigahertz) 
transceiver carrying a narrowband waveform capable of handling 
around ten megabits-per-second of voice and data, or voice and 
video traffic. The PNR-1000 also carries a wideband waveform 
(Elbit Soldier Radio Waveform/ESRW) which can carry up to 
ten megabits-per-second of data. So far, Chile and Finland have 
both ordered the PNR-1000, and the radio is undergoing testing 
as part of a requirement for a 
new handheld tactical radio 
from the BENELUX (Belgium, 
Netherlands and Luxembourg) 
countries. Production of 
the radio for the BENELUX 
customers is expected to 
commence in 2017. The firm 
also has plans to port the ESRW 
into the MCTR-7200 family 
(see above). This will provide 
simultaneous voice and data 
communications using 200KHz 
of channel bandwidth. 

Elsewhere in the tactical 
radio domain, Harris unveiled 
its new RF-300H-MP wideband 
manpack radio in late February. 
The firm states that the radio 
forms part of the company’s 
Falcon-III product line and 
bills it as: “the world’s smallest, 
lightest and fastest wideband 
manpack radio,” according to 
its official literature. The new 

Harris’ newly-launched RF-300H-MP is in the vanguard of the renaissance of high 
frequency communications, and boasts a significant enhancement in bandwidth 
compared to legacy HF transceivers.
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The USAF may receive 
upgraded ADM-160C 

MALD-J decoys which have 
received an enhancement 

to their navigation systems, 
allowing them to operate in 
a GPS denied environment. 
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any distinct USAF programme to retrofit the existing inventory 
with this enhancement.

The MALD-J grew out of the USAF’s ADM-160A/B MALD 
programme. The ADM-160A was designed to mimic the electro-
magnetic signature of the aircraft from which it was launched, 
the intended effect being to confuse radar operators as to which 
target on their screens is in fact the real aircraft: The more ADM-
160As launched, the larger the number of false returns presented 
to the radar and the greater the ensuring confusion. Although 
both the Alpha and Bravo ADM-160 variants are similar, the 
Bravo employs a more powerful engine, and a redesigned 
airframe. As its name suggests, the MALD-J adds the ability to 
jam hostile radars. The USAF now retains only the ADM-160C 
in service. The decoy is cleared for use onboard the General 
Dynamics/Lockheed Martin F-16C/D Fighting Falcon fighter, 
which can carry four, and the Boeing B-52H Stratofortress 
strategic bomber which can accommodate 16. To this end, the 
company is working with the US Navy to examine the feasibility 
of deploying the MALD-J onboard the US Navy’s Boeing F/A-
18E/F Super Hornet fighters. 

The ‘active ingredient’ of the decoy is a Northrop Grumman 
Signature Augmentation System (SAS) which is thought to 
actively transmit Radio Frequency (RF) emissions which copy 
those produced when the carrying aircraft reflects RF in specific 
radar bands. The ADM-160C may well continue to include the 
SAS, possibly affording the crew a choice between using either 
spoofing or jamming tactics, or it may dispense with the SAS 
altogether to provide solely a jamming function intended to 
blind enemy radars with noise.

Additional electronic warfare news has been forthcoming 
from Israel’s Bird Aerosystems. In mid-February, the firm 
unveiled its new AeroShield podded aircraft self-protection 
system. This is designed to protect wide-body civilian and 
military aircraft against infrared-guided surface-to-air missiles 
using both flares and a directional infrared countermeasure. 
The firm states that the AeroShield is “smaller and lighter than 
any (other) pod solution” which provides similar protection. 
Moreover, AeroShield packages the firm’s Airborne Missile 
Protection System (AMPS) family which has been developed 
in cooperation with Airbus’ defence and space division which 
provides protection against similar threats. 

The AMPS family includes the AMPS-M, which provides 
protection for both civil and military aircraft against infrared-
guided Man-Portable Air Defence Systems (MANPADS); a 
similar system designated as the AMPS-MV which is designed 
specifically for civil aircraft; the AMPS-ML which can also detect 
laser-guided surface-to-air missile threats, while the AMPS-MLR 
adds the ability to detect RF-guided SAMs in addition to laser- 
and infrared guided weapons. The company told AMR that 
AeroShield is currently in service and is designed to equip wide-
body aircraft such as Boeing’s B737 and B777 family airliners, 
and Airbus’ A380 family. The AeroShield includes the AMPS-
MV system (see above), and the installation is mounted on the 
aircraft’s fuselage. The firm added that the AeroShield is under 
contract to provide protection for dignitary aircraft, principally 
unnamed B737 and B777 operators. The only known operator of 
a B777 used as a transport for dignitaries is the Abu Dhabi Amiri 
Flight which operates one Boeing 777-200ER and a single 777-
300ER airliner for use by the government of Abu Dhabi. AMR

‘day without satellite’, a situation in which an adversary denies 
satellite communications to the US and its allies, either through 
surface-to-air or air-to-air missile attacks against communications 
satellites or by the adoption of large-scale electronic jamming, 
or both. Wideband HF radio is seen as one mechanism by 
which such attacks could be electronically outflanked, given 
the intercontinental ranges offered by HF communications. 
Furthermore, the ability to move large quantities of data using 
HF over intercontinental ranges is supplemented by the ability 
to move such data quantities across large theatres. As a means of 
comparison, Operation BARKHANE which involves the French 
armed forces combating Islamist insurgents in the Sahel region 
of North Africa involves an eight-nation coalition (Burkina Faso, 
Chad, France, Germany, Mauritania, Mali, Niger and the United 
Kingdom). According to the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), the 
entire Sahel region spans a total of 5400 kilometres/km (3360 
miles) west-to-east from the Atlantic Ocean to the Red Sea. 
Although it varies in depth, the same WWF document states that 
it can be up to a 1000km (620 miles) thick in some areas. This 
adds up to a region which has a surface area of over 3 million 
square kilometres (1.1 million square miles). Mr. De Risio added 
that the RF-400H-MP has been ordered by the US Department of 
Defence and will equip the US Army, navy, air force and the US 
Marine Corps, with deliveries having commenced in March 2017.

Electronic Warfare
Raytheon has told AMR that it is currently delivering its 
ADM-160C Miniature Air-Launched Decoy-Jammer (MALD-J) 
equipped with the weapon’s Global Positioning System (GPS) 
Aided Inertial Navigation System-II (GAINS-II) enhancement. 
The GAINS-II enhancement, according to the company, achieves 
the twin benefits of improving the navigation capabilities of 
the ADM-160C, while also ensuring that the ADM-160C can do 
this within a GPS denied environment. According to Jim Long, 
MALD business development lead at the company, all of the 
ADM-160C systems currently being produced for the United 
States Air Force are outfitted with the GAINS-II enhancement. 
Moreover, he stated that the GAINS-II improvement can be 
retrofitted onto existing ADM-160C systems already in USAF 
service, although he added that he was not currently aware of 

Bird Aerosystems’ AeroShield is designed to equip wide-body aircraft with a defence 
against both infrared and RF-guided missiles. The system is believed to be in service on a 
number of aircraft used for transporting dignitaries. 
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by Andrew White

As described by US Navy 
Admiral Harry Harris, 
commander of the US 
Pacific Command, one of 
the US’ combined combatant 

commands during the AFCEA (Armed 
Forces Communications and Electronics 
Association) West conference in San 
Diego, California on 21st February, the 
Asia-Pacific  region continues to witness 
instability. Adm. Harris stated that this 

instability was the result of nations such 
as the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea (DPRK), the People’s Republic 
of China (PRC) and Russia adopting 
increasingly muscular strategic postures, 
witness the DPRK’s test launches of four 
ballistic missiles towards the Sea of Japan 
in early March, as well as the threat posed 
by non-state actors such as the Islamic 
State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). including 
military groups associated with ISIS.  

An article on the Cable News Network 
website in July 2016 noted that the 
movement is increasingly active in the 
Asia-Pacific region, with some Islamist 
organisations in Indonesia pledging 
allegiance to ISIS and south-east Asian 
citizens joining ISIS operations in Iraq 
and Syria.

Arguably, as a result of these 
dual challenges, the SALW market is 
witnessing an upsurge in activity across 
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the region with Indonesia, the PRC, Russia and the Republic of 
Korea (ROK) which all notably unveiled inventories of small 
arms and light weapons throughout 2016 and 2017. According 
to the Global Small Arms Light Weapons market report, published 
on 21st February by Grand View Research, the holistic market 
is expected to reach $25.7 billion by 2024, with the Asia-Pacific 
highlighted as a particular area of growth. Highlighting specific 
growth drivers such as the activities of Japan, India, the PRC, the 
ROK and Russia the report described how the SALW market 
in the Asia-Pacific was anticipated to grow at an annual rate 
of more than 25 percent: “Increasing technology and economic 
developments in emerging countries such as China and India 

… (have) contributed to the growth,” the report indicated while 
highlighting companies such as Beretta, FN Herstal, Glock and 

Raytheon as being highly active in the region: “An increase in 
urban warfare along with increased (acts of political violence) 
is anticipated to propel the market growth. The development 
of lightweight weapons for further enhancement of defence 
systems is an ongoing trend in the developed countries,” the 
report continued, adding that light weapons accounted for more 
than 60 percent of the market with assault rifles expected to grow 
by 20 percent per year over the reporting period as well as an 
uplift in demand for Underslung Grenade Launchers (UGLs).

Australia
On 24th January Australia’s NIOA signed a partnering agreement 
with Colt’s Manufacturing Company for the assembly of SALWs 
domestically, signaling a drive for the US-based company into the 
Asia-Pacific. Signed at the SHOT Show in Las Vegas, Nevada, the 
news followed the launch of Colt’s latest assault rifle, the 5.56mm 
M5 Enhanced Carbine. According to Colt and NIOA officials, the 
agreement provides a: “framework to enable NIOA to undertake 
manufacture of Colt’s small arms product range in Australia and 
integrate into Colt’s global supply chain … NIOA, as the current 
provider of Colt small arms for the Australian special forces and  
law enforcement communities, is committed to maximising 
Australian industry capability in the provision of our support 
to Australian agencies. This agreement will allow NIOA to offer 
(the) Australian government expanded domestic opportunities 
for future small arms procurements,” a company spokesperson 
explained to AMR.

The agreement will further proliferate Colt technology across 
the Asia-Pacific, including the 5.56mm Advanced Colt Carbine-
Monolithic; 5.56mm Advanced Piston Carbine; 5.56mm M4 
Carbine; 5.56mm M16A4 Service Rifle; and Colt CM901 7.62mm 
Modular Rifle; as well as the company’s inventory of special 
mission weapons comprising the 7.62mm Colt Semi-Automatic 

Australia’s SAS regiment has launched a 
new training initiative aimed at developing 

the weapon handling and field craft of 
the conventional army following the 

realisation of the country’s Department of 
Defence that more attention must be paid 

to marksmanship training.
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the conventional army following the 
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The definition of combat readiness is ever-
changing. The iconic Colt M16 Rifle yielded 
the legendary Colt M4 Carbine, and now the 
next evolution in warfighting and counter-
terrorism is here. Introducing the new Colt 
M5™ Enhanced Carbine. It feels familiar, but 
its new and completely redesigned lower 
receiver features integrated fully ambidextrous 
controls, and the modular, 
extended-length handguard 
allows for the mounting of 
mission-critical accessories 
at the user’s preferred location, while 
enabling a free-floating barrel with 
low-profile gas block for superior 
accuracy. The new standard has 
been established and the legend 
continues...

INFORMATION PROVIDED DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY ITAR RESTRICTED DATA.                     WWW.COLT.COM
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Sniper System (CSASS); KAR-901 
7.62mm rifle; 5.56mm Infantry Automatic 
Rifle; 5.56mm Sub-Compact Weapon 
(also unveiled at SHOT 2017); and R0951-
10 7.62mm carbine. However, the move is 
unlikely to have any effect on an existing 
Australian Department of Defence (DOD) 
contract, signed in August 2015, with 
Thales’ Australian subsidiary, to equip 
the Australian army with 30000 EF88 
assault rifles from the company. Speaking 
to AMR, Colt’s director for international 
sales, Matthew Fehmel, explained how 
the M5 Enhanced Carbine has been 
designed as an assault rifle series for the: 

“modern (soldier) and special weapons 
law enforcement professional when 
weight, comfort and adaptability are 
critical … Today’s battlefields demand 
the accuracy, reliability and performance 
of the Advanced Colt Carbine-Monolithic 
one-piece upper receiver and free floating 
barrel, resulting in increased accuracy and 
better zero retention with after-market 
sighting and aiming systems than the 
standard M4 carbine family of weapons,” 
they explained.

The M5 also features a redesigned 
lower receiver (or Trigger Mechanism 

Housing) with ambidextrous controls 
including the fire selector switch (safety, 
semi-automatic and automatic modes); 
magazine release catch; and charging 
handle. Additionally, a six-position butt-
stock provides an enhanced ergonomic fit 
for the individual soldier allowing greater 
adaptation and comfort, in a variety of 
shooting styles and positions: “The M5 
Enhanced Carbine has a low profile gas 
block in a carbine length gas system 
and a free float modular rail system, 
maximising rail real estate, comfort, 
weight and accuracy, while at the same 
time, maintaining the same lethality 
and accuracy expected from a Colt,” Mr. 
Fehmel added. Available in 5.56mm 
calibre, the rifle can be fitted with a 
suppressor for special operations so as to 
reduce muzzle flash, noise, vibration and 
dust signatures; particularly associated 
with urban operations. The rifle also 
features a 360 degree rail adaptor system 
for the integration of weapon accessories 
including laser designators, tactical 
torchlights, red dot and optical gunsights. 
Moreover, the M5 Enhanced Carbine is 
available in multiple barrel lengths, with 
options including 261.6mm (10.3 inches/

in), 292.1mm (11.5in) and 368.3mm (14.5-
inch) configurations providing maximum 
effective ranges between 400 metres/m 
(1312.3 feet/ft) and 600m (1968.5ft), Colt 
officials described. Dependent upon 
barrel selection, the carbine weighs 
no more than eight pounds/lb (3.64 
kilograms/kg) and measures a maximum 
of 895.3mm (35.2in) when fully extended.

The agreement between Colt and 
NIOA coincides with developments 
across the Australian DOD which on 9th 
December 2016, initiated a prototype 
Combat Shooting Skills Training 
course designed to further develop the 
marksmanship and field craft of soldiers 
across the force. Forming part of the 
army’s Modernisation and Strategic 
Planning initiative, the course is the first 
of its kind with soldiers from the army’s 
Royal Australian Regiment receiving 
training from the Australian Special Air 
Service Regiment at the Majura Training 
Area near Canberra. The training course 
is designed to: “fuse innovative teaching 
techniques with the latest shooting 
range technologies to provide the 
regular infantry soldiers with a near-
real immersive combat environment to 
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The M4 Carbine, the mainstay of the US 
Army, continues to be used by special 
forces across the Asia-Pacific with 
Colt Manufacturing now holding an 
agreement with NIOA to proliferate its 
technology further across the region.
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Type-97 assault rifles, the export variants 
of which are designated as the QBZ-97 
family. The Type-97 family comprises the 
5.56mm Type-97 Squad Machine Gun; 
Type-97A Automatic Rifle in bullpup 
configuration; 5.56mm Short Assault rifle; 
5.56mm CQ-A automatic rifle for CQB; and 
5.56mm sniper rifle. Additionally, Norinco 
manufactures light weaponry including 
the LG4 40mm multi-grenade launcher; 
9mm NP42 handgun; and NSG-1 7.62mm 
high precision sniper rifle. 

Following comments made by the 
Russian administration in January, 
describing the availability of SALW 
as well as tactical platforms, the DND 
is also considering multiple Russian-
manufactured options as reported in 
AMR’s SALW for SOF article, published 
in our November 2016 edition. These 
include various weapons unveiled at the 
Russian Ministry of Defence’s (MOD’s) 
Army 2016 Military Technical Forum 
held on 6th September 2016 near Moscow, 
ranging from the Kalashnikov AK-15 
7.62mm assault rifle; and Kalashnikov 
MA Compact Assault Rifle; as well as 

pass on the advanced combat shooting 
skills,” a DOD spokesperson explained 
to AMR: “After the course is over, the 
regular infantry soldiers will take these 
innovative teaching and combat shooting 
skills back to their School of Infantry and 
infantry battalion training positions to 
further impart the knowledge.”

Philippines
Elsewhere in the Asia-Pacific, Chinese 
and Russian SALW products continue to 
proliferate the market with the Philippines 
Department of National Defence (DND) 
considering the procurement of multiple 
weapons. On 1st February, the DND signed 
a Foreign Military Sale (FMS) agreement 
with the US government which included 400 
Colt M-203 UGLs as well as 85 Remington 
M-40A5 7.62mm sniper rifles. The news 
follows an uplift of SALW capability in 
October 2016 which saw the Philippine 
Army’s Special Operations Command and 
the Philippine Navy Special Operations 
Group (NAVSOG) receive Glock-30 11.5mm 
handguns. Defence sources explained to 
AMR how the Philippines’  special forces 

continue to conduct Counter-Insurgency 
(COIN) operations against the Abu Sayyaf 
insurgent group in Basilan Province, in 
the south of the archipelago, resulting in 
ongoing demand for increased lethality and 
accuracy across its available range of SALWs, 
particular for Close Quarter Battle (CQB).

According to industry sources 
associated with the region, speaking to 
AMR at the International Defence Exhibition 
and Conference (IDEX) in Abu Dhabi, 
United Arab Emirates on 21st February, 
the DND is considering a multi-million 
dollar procurement of weapon systems 
from the PRC to assist forces conducting 
COIN and counter-narcotics missions. 
Sources explained how troops from the 
army’s Special Forces Regiment (SFR) and 
NAVSOG were conducting an evaluation 
of the technology, including networked 
sniper rifles and assault rifles for round-
the-corner engagements. Meanwhile, on 
20th December 2016, the PRC offered the 
DND nearly $500 million in military aid 
including SALW technology with industry 
sources explaining how SALWs under 
consideration includes Norinco’s family of 

© Telephonics  I  www.telephonics.com
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the firm’s SVK 7.62mm, SV-98M 7.62mm 
and VSV-338 8.6mm sniper weapons. 
Additionally, DND forces could benefit 
from support weapons including the 
same company’s RPK-16 5.45mm light 
machine gun, sources added.

Indonesia 
Beyond the Philippines, Indonesia is 
pressing ahead with the indigenous 
design, development and manufacturing 
of SALW in order to lessen its reliance on 
the international supply of weapons. PT 
Pindad used the IndoDefence exhibition 
held in Jakarta in November 2016 to 
promote its family of assault rifles and 
submachine guns including the SS-3 
7.62mm assault rifle. Designed as a next-
generation solution to the company’s 
own SS-2 weapon, the SS-3 fires NATO-
standard 7.62mm ammunition and 
features a gas operated firing mechanism 
with a rotating bolt. The weapon, which 
weighs 5.3kg (11.6lb), has a maximum 
effective range of 500m (1640.4ft) 
according to PT Pindad’s literature. The 
rifle was exhibited at the IndoDefence 
exent with a X4 optical weapon sight as 
well as a bipod and forward hand grip 

for enhanced stability. Also featured at 
the event was the company’s SS2-V7 
carbine, fitted with a suppressor and 
aimed towards the special operations 
community. Firing 5.56mm rounds 
with a 30-round magazine capacity, the 
weapon weighs 3.7kg (8.1lb) and retains a 
maximum effective range of 150m (492ft), 
according to company officials. 

Finally, PT Pinbad is marketing its 
PM-3 submachine gun, available in 9mm 
calibre with a weight of 3.1kg (6.8lb)  with 
a gas operated firing mechanism. This 
weapon has a maximum effective range 

of 75m (246ft), making it ideal for CQB, 
covert special reconnaissance tasks and 
as a personal defence weapon.

On 6th January, the Indonesian 
government unveiled a two percent 
investment increase, worth $7.2 billion 
per annum, for the country’s special forces 
although defence sources were unable 
to confirm to AMR how much money 
would be set aside for the acquisition of 
SALWs. However, sources did confirm 
how evaluation teams from Indonesia’s 
Army Special Forces Command 
(KOPASSUS), Naval Special Warfare 

More contemporary firearms such as the 
HK-417 7.62mm sharpshooter could 
soon be adopted by Asia-Pacific nations 
seeking to replace legacy 7.62mm G3 assault 
rifles, as manufactured by Pakistan Ordnance 
Factories for example.
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Soldiers from the Philippines Army 
conduct sniper training with their US 
counterparts. The country continues to 
be supplied with US-manufactured SALW 
despite the government increasingly 
considering Russian and Chinese sources.
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MG1A3 7.62mm machine gun and PSR-90 
7.62mm sniper rifle. 

Conclusion
The future of the SALW market in the Asia-
Pacific appears healthy as indigenous 
armed forces continue to develop their 
COIN doctrines. Despite the proliferation 
of equipment and materiel from the West, 
indigenous industry is stepping up to the 
challenge, and is now routinely offering 
mature weapons capable of handling 
the demanding requirements being 
witnessed across an ever-widening span 
of special operations. AMR

Command (KOPASKA) and Air Force’s 
Special Forces Ground Corps (PASKHAS) 
continued to evaluate SALW technology 
in line with the nation’s emerging 
counter-insurgency requirements.

India
Finally, the Asia-Pacific is home to one 
of the region’s longest-running and 
largest SALW requirements. To this end, 
the Indian Ministry of Defence has a 
requirement to equip the Indian Army 
with a total of 186,000 next-generation 
7.62mm assault rifles; as well as 160,000 
5.56mm carbines in 5.56mm. Additionally, 
the MOD is seeking 16000 7.62mm light 
machineguns and 3500 sniper weapons. 
The requirement for upgrades to legacy 
5.56mm Ordnance Factories Board INSAS 
rifles is expected to result in a request 
for proposals being published by the 
MOD in April, sources explained to AMR 
although the MOD was unavailable to 
comment on the solicitation. The MOD is 
considering replacing current inventories 
of SALWs for its conventional forces as 
well as its special forces, particularly 
in light of emerging requirements in 
the COIN domain. Sources associated 
with ongoing evaluation of potential 
weapons explained to AMR how critical 
requirements included calls for: “high 
accuracy and reliability with associated 
sighting systems; lightweight advanced 
materials; improved ergonomics … and 
increased lethality, range and mobility 
with the consideration of ballistics and 
propellant studies.” The MOD is also 
considering the procurement of a 40mm 
UGL for integration on legacy INSAS and 
Kalashnikov AK-47 family rifles, with 
sources describing the requirement as 
a “force multiplying effect” for tactical 
formations: “The (UGL) is a very effective 
area weapon against a group of enemies,” 
one source explained to AMR: “The add-on 
attachment provides increased firepower 
with a wide choice of ammunition for 
different roles … HEDP (High Explosive 
Dual Purpose) ammunition rounds can 
be used for breaching, while air-burst 
ammunition can also be used to upgrade 
the UGL further,” the source continued.

Exporting Options
However, the Asia-Pacific is not just 
witnessing extended activity in regards 
to imports. Pakistan Ordnance Factories 
used the International Defence Exhibition 
event in Abu Dhabi to open a sales office 
in the United Arab Emirates to further 
promote its products across the Middle 
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East. According to firm’s chair, Lieutenant 
General Omar Mahmood Hayat, the 
company is seeking to extend exports to 
the UAE from anywhere up to $10 million 
per annum over recent years. Company 
sources explained to AMR how the firm 
is already exporting undisclosed products 
to other countries in the region including 
Saudi Arabia. Options for Middle East 
customers could be the company’s SMG-
PK/PK1 and MP5A2/ MP5P3 9mm 
sub-machine guns, G3A3/G3P4 7.62mm 
assault rifles (all manufactured under 
license from Heckler and Koch); as well 
as support weapons including the MG3/
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A number of concerns are pushing Asia-Pacific navies to modernise and, 

where possible, expand fleets. Chiefly amongst these concerns is the 

People’s Republic of China's (PRC) increasing military assertiveness. 

by Dr. Alix Valenti

Naval Directory 2017

over the past year, the PRC has continued to increase its aggressive 
stance in the South and East China Seas, where it has several 
maritime and territorial claims centred on the Spratly and 
Paracel archipelagos, and the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) 
of Japan and the Republic of Korea (ROK) respectively. The PRC 

has also continued to build and commission a large number of increasingly 
powerful surface combatants, whose number and capabilities are uncertain 
given conflicting information from different sources. Witness the commission 
of the People’s Liberation Army Navy’s Yinchuan ‘Type-05D/Luyang-III’ class 
destroyer and Binzhou ‘Type-054A/Jiangkai-II’ class frigate respectively in 2016. 
These developments have therefore contributed to increasing concerns from 
the countries that continue to maintain ongoing disputes with the PRC in the 
region, chiefly Brunei-Darussalam, Malaysia, the Philippines, the Republic of 
China and Vietnam in the South China Sea, and  Japan and the ROK in the East 
China Sea, all of whom have been modernising their navies despite, at times, 
suffering from significantly constrained procurement budgets; Malaysia’s 
defence budget, local reports suggest, is expected to fall this year, compared to 
its defence budget for 2016. 

US allies in the Asia-Pacific, such as Australia, have also been modernising 
their navy in order to have a fleet capable of maintaining, and perhaps enforcing, 
peace in the region. Australia’s 2016 Defence White Paper, which outlines the 
country’s defence spending and strategic priorities, indicates that the country 
may not be suffering any direct threats to its security but the country has major 
stakes in the peaceful resolution of differences across the region.

Continued reports of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) 

increasing its sea power capabilities, for example, the Korean People’s 
Navy is thought to have at least one ‘Sinpo’ class conventional hunter-
killer submarine under construction as of 2014, are causing neighbouring 
countries, chiefly amongst those the ROK, to modernise their navies in order 
to be able to counter potential attacks from the DPRK. This is especially in 
view of the continued difficulty in finding accurate sources of information 
regarding naval developments in the DPRK, which arguably forces nations 
such as the ROK to ensure that it continues to have the most modern naval 
capabilities possible.

Finally, the Asia-Pacific region remains significantly prone to maritime 
piracy (particularly around Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines) as well as 
Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) fishing. In a region where 84 percent 
of the global population engaged in the fisheries and acquaculture sectors 
resides, according to the United Nation’s Food and Agriculture Organisation 
(FAO) report The State of World Fisheries and Acquaculture published in 2016,  
this is a significant concern: as an increasing number of livelihoods are 
threatened through IUU depleting fish stocks, so the risk of insecurity in the 
region rises. 

As the region's naval orders of battle continue to evolve, Asia-Pacific 
shipbuilding, maintenance and repair companies are expanding their 
portfolios with hefty workloads to build and modernise the region's naval 
vessels. Like all AMR directories, the Naval Directory has been compiled 
with insights from government and industry experts, and open sources. We 
encourage readers to contact us with any information they may have that may 
help the directory become yet more informative and accurate. 
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The RAN selected Navantia 
for the construction of the two 
future replenishment vessels due 
to replace the ‘Durance’ and 

‘Sirius’ classes. The two ships are 
currently under construction and 
are scheduled for delivery in mid-
2019 and May 2020.
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AustrAliA
■ Royal austRalian navy
ship type number in service

‘ANZAC’ class frigate 8. Currently undergoing mid-life  
 capability assurance programme  
 upgrades.

‘Adelaide’ class frigate 3
‘Hobart’ class destroyer Three under construction to   
 replace the ‘Adelaide’ class.   
 HMAS Hobart is scheduled for   
 delivery in June 2017, HMAS   
 Brisbane in September 2018 and   
 HMAS Sydney in March 2020.

‘Armidale’ class offshore patrol boat 12. HMAS Bundaberg   
 decommissioned in December  
	 	2014	after	serious	fire	damage.

‘Cape’ class offshore patrol boat Two temporarily assigned from   
 the Australian Border Force. 

‘Huon’ class mine countermeasures vessel  6
‘Collins’ class conventional hunter-killer  6. Thales to carry out a major
submarine  sonar system upgrade.

‘Leeuwin’ class hydrographic ship 2
‘Paluma’ class survey 4
‘Bay’ class dock landing ship 1
‘Durance’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Sirius’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Cantabria’ class replenishment vessel Two under construction in Spain 
  to replace the ‘Durance’ and   
 ‘Sirius’ classes.  
Aviation training vessel One under construction in   
 Vietnam, based on Damen ‘Sigma’  
 class frigate.

Australia’s 2016 Defence White Paper, which outlines government defence 
spending and strategic priorities, states that: “While there is no more than a 
remote prospect of military attack by another country on Australian territory 
in the foreseeable future, our strategic planning is not limited to defending 
our borders (but) recognises the regional and global nature of Australia’s 
strategic interests and the different sets of challenges created by the behaviours 
of countries and non-state actors.” In this context, the Royal Australian Navy 
(RAN)	 is	 undergoing	 a	 number	 of	 significant	 modernisation	 programmes	
to	 ensure	 that	 its	 fleet	 is	 capable	 of	 meeting	 regional	 security	 challenges	
ranging from the increasing assertiveness of the People’s Republic of China 
in the East and South China Seas (please see the introduction to this directory), to 
environmental disasters across the region. 

For example, in April 2016 DCNS was selected to build twelve conventional 
hunter-killer submarines (SSKs), based on the French Navy’s forthcoming 

‘Barracuda’ class nuclear-powered attack submarine, to replace the RAN’s 
existing ‘Collins’ class SSKs. Meanwhile, under the Australian Department of 
Defence’s (DOD) Sea 1180 initiative, twelve Offshore Patrol Vessels (OPVs) are  
to be constructed, to replace the ‘Armidale’ OPVs, the ‘Huon’ class mine 
countermeasures vessels, the ‘Leeuwin’ class hydrographic survey ships and 
the ‘Paluma’ class of hydrographic survey launches. Damen,  Fassmer and 
Lürssen are offering competing designs. Regarding larger surface combatants, 
nine new frigates are to replace the ‘ANZAC’ class, with a choice to be made 
between designs tendered by BAE Systems, Fincantieri and Navantia, as part 

Fincantieri’s ‘Bergamini’ class frigate is in service with the Italian 
Navy, and is one of three contenders under the RAN’s project to 
replace the ‘ANZAC’ class. The government should make a decision 
on the final design in 2018.
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vessels are now under construction by Navantia in Spain, and are due in 
service in the early 2020s, according to the RAN.

BAnglAdesh
■ Bangladeshi navy
ship type number in service

‘Ulsan’ class frigate 1
‘Jianghu-II’ class frigate 1
‘Hamilton’ class frigate 2
‘Jianghu-III’ class frigate 2
‘Ming’ class conventional hunter- 2. Received in November 2016.
killer submarine  

‘Castle’ class corvette 2
‘Durjoy’ class corvette 2, plus one locally built launched  
 in December 2016 and one under  
 construction.  

‘Type-056’ class corvette 2, plus two under construction 
‘Island’ class offshore patrol vessel 5
‘Sea Dragon’ class offshore patrol vessel 1
‘Padma’ class offshore patrol vessel 5
‘X12’ class fast attack craft  Eight being constructed in   
 Bangladesh

‘Type-024’ class fast attack craft 5
‘Type-021’ class fast attack craft 4
‘Kraljevica’ class patrol boat 2
‘Type-062-1’ class patrol boat 1
‘Type-037’ class patrol boat 1
‘Type-062’ class patrol boat 4
‘Type-021’ class patrol boat 1
‘Chamsuri’ class patrol boat 4
‘Meghna’ class patrol boat 2
‘Roebuck’ class hydrographic ship 1
‘Agradoot’ class hydrographic ship 1
‘Type-010’ class mine  1
countermeasures vessel 

‘Khan Jahan Ali’ class  1
replenishment tanker  

‘River’ class mine countermeasures vessel 4
‘Island’ class training  ship 1
‘Yuchin’ class mechanised landing craft 5

The ‘Durjoy’ class corvette, two of which are still under construction in 
Bangladesh, resembles the ‘Type 056’ corvettes currently in service with 
the PLAN, suggesting the former is a scaled-down version of the latter.
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The indigenously-built tanker Khan Jahan Ali, commissioned in 
September 2015, gives the Bangladesh Navy a modern underway 
replenishment capability. The Bangladesh government received two ‘Ming’ 
class conventional hunter-killer submarines, to be used mainly for training, 
from the People’s Republic of China in 2016. In the surface domain, a total 
of six ‘Durjoy’ and eight ‘Type-056’ class corvettes are planned. Meanwhile, 
the eight ‘X12’ class fast attack craft being built domestically are based on the 
Indonesian derivative of the Dockstavarvet Combat Boat 90 design. Finally, 
reports that three Royal Navy ‘River’ class OPVs (Offshore Patrol Vessels) are 
to	be	transferred	to	Bangladesh	from	2018	remain	unconfirmed.

Brunei-dArussAlAm
■ Royal BRunei navy
ship type number in service

‘Darussalam’ class offshore patrol vessel 4
‘Itjihad’ class inshore patrol vessel 4
‘TBD’ class fast attack craft 1
‘Serasa’ class mechanised landing craft 2
‘Teraban’ class utility landing craft 2
‘Bendeharu’ class inshore patrol vessel 3
PDB 0-1’ class inshore patrol vessel 11
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A Thai corvette, and Bangladeshi OPV, 
secured together in Singapore following 
exercises at sea. symbolising regional 
naval co-operation.

‘FDB 512’ class inshore patrol vessel 2

The formerly low-key Royal Brunei Navy’s profile continues to rise, and 
it exercises regularly with the maritime forces of other Asia-Pacific nations. A 
defence agreement signed with India early in 2016 reportedly included plans 
for the acquisition of Indian-built warships of an unspecified class and type.

Burma
■ Burmese Navy
ship Type    Number in service

‘Kyan Sittha’ class frigate  2
‘Aung Zeya’ class frigate  1
‘Jianghu-II’ class frigate  2
‘Anawratha’ class corvette  3
‘Houxin’ class fast attack craft  6
’49 series’ fast attack craft  2. Construction programme   
  expected to continue with local   
  sources indicating that a total of   
  ten are expected.

‘Super Dvora‘ class fast attack craft  1. Five more on order
‘5-Series’ class fast attack craft  21
‘T- 201’ series motor torpedo boat  1, construction programme   
  expected to continue

‘Admirable’ class mine   1
countermeasures vessel 

‘Hainan’ class fast attack craft  9
‘Osprey’ class offshore patrol vessel  2
‘PGM-43’ class inshore patrol vessel  6
‘Y311’ class inshore patrol vessel  1
‘Y Series’ class inshore patrol vessel  10
‘Swift’ class inshore patrol vessel  1 
‘Carpentaria’ class inshore patrol vessel  6
‘412’ class inshore patrol vessel  4
‘PB-90’ class inshore patrol vessel  3
‘PBR’ class river patrol vessel  6
‘Yan Naing’ class river patrol vessel  11
‘Michao’ class river patrol vessel  25
‘PCE’ class river patrol vessel  4
‘Thalwin’ class hospital ship   1
‘Chindwin’ class transport ship  1
Mechanised landing craft  6

15 patrol craft supplied by the PRC are the most modern element in 
Cambodia’s small naval force. The Cambodians are seeking frigates 
and/or corvettes from the PRC.
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Burma has diluted its dependence upon the People’s Republic of 
China for the supply of defence equipment, and now has a very active 
indigenous warship building programme. In December 2016, the Burmese 
Navy commissioned the UMS Tabinshwehti, the fleet’s third corvette, as well 
as the UMS Chindwin, a troop transport ship, and six mechanised landing 
craft. Reports have indicated that Burma was looking into acquiring Russian 

‘Kilo’ class conventional hunter-killer submarines with the intention of 
originally building a submarine fleet by 2015. However, according to The 
Interpreter, Australia’s Lowy Institute’s defence and security journal, and 
the Eurasia Review, a journal and think tank, it would appear that while 
Burmese personnel may have received submarine training, plans to acquire 
submarines have so far failed to materialise. 

CamBodia
■ royal CamBodiaN Navy
ship Type Number in service  

‘Turya’ class fast attack craft 5. Probably unserviceable. 
‘Type 206’ fast attack craft  2. Supplied by Vietnam.
‘Stenka’ class fast attack craft 2. Modified versions have been   
 confirmed as active. The status of
  another three remain uncertain. 

‘21 metre‘ class patrol craft  2 
‘Shershen’ class fast attack craft 1. Status uncertain. 
Chinese-built fast patrol craft 15. At least two classes of vessel   
 for offshore, and inshore patrol.
Utility landing craft 1

The serviceability of the navy’s vessels reportedly remains poor, although 
the service is able to get some ships underway, and continues to exercise with 
US and regional navies. Cambodia in early 2016 reportedly requested two 
frigates and/or corvettes from the People’s Republic of China, however the 
request appears to have moved no further since it was made.

demoCratiC PeoPle’s rePuBliC of Korea (dPrK)
■ KoreaN PeoPle’s Navy
ship Type Number in service

‘Sang-O’ class conventional Over 40 produced in two variants,  
hunter-killer submarine probably still in production.

‘Sinpo’ class conventional 1 in service, more expected   
hunter-killer submarine eventually.

‘Yono’ class midget submarine 10
‘Romeo’ class conventional 20. Numbers are reducing. 
hunter-killer submarine one reported lost at sea 2016.

‘Whiskey’ class conventional 4. Probably not all operational.
hunter-killer submarine

‘Krivak’ class frigate 1 ex-Soviet ship, probably supplied 
  as a hull and awaiting completion.

‘Najin’ class frigate 2
‘Nampo’ class corvette Two to three thought to be under  
 construction.

‘Sariwon’ class corvette 4
‘Tral’ class corvette 2. Probably inactive.
‘A/B’ class fast attack craft 4
‘Nongo’ class fast attack craft Probably six in service, production  
 continuing.

‘Soju’ class fast attack craft 8
‘Huangfeng’ class fast attack craft 4
‘Sohung/Komar’ class fast attack craft 12
‘Shershen’ class fast attack craft 3
‘Sin Hung/Ku Song’ 142
class fast attack craft

‘P6’ class fast attack craft 12
‘Ku Song’ class fast attack craft 60
‘Taechong I/II’ class patrol boat 13
‘Hainan’ class patrol boat 6
‘Chodo’ class patrol boat 3
‘Choing-Ju’ class patrol boat 6
‘SO-1’ class patrol boat 19
‘Shanghai II’ class patrol boat 13
‘Sinpo’ class patrol boat 18
‘Chongjin’ class patrol boat 54
‘Chado’ class patrol boat 59
‘Hantae’ class utility landing craft 10
‘Hungnam’ class mechanised 15
landing craft

‘Hanchon’ class utility landing craft 15
‘Nampo’ class personnel landing craft 195
‘Kongbang’ class assault hovercraft 140
‘Yukto’ class mine countermeasures vessel 23

The ‘Nongo’ class fast attack craft are probably derived from the 
decommissioned ’Soho’ class catamaran frigate, and both gun and missile 
armed versions exist. The ‘Nampo’ class corvette will be helicopter-capable, 
and reportedly displace about 1300 tonnes. At least one ‘Najin’ class frigate 
had been extensively modified as of 2015, and fitted with Tactical Missiles 
Corporation Kh-35 active radar homing guided anti-ship missiles, and 
Kalashnikov AK-630 close-in weapon systems. Reports indicate that the 

‘Sinpo’ class conventional  hunter-killer submarine (SSK) is capable of firing 
ballistic missiles, and has probably taken part in at least one submerged test 
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firing, possibly of a Pukkuksong-1 Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missile 
(SLBM). Reports have stated that on at least three such occasions between 
2014 and 2017 the ‘Sinpo’ class SSK may have been involved in SLBM test-
firings. There have been reports that the DPRK might be building a new large 
submarine, however as with all things relating to the DPRK it is difficult to 
gather additional details. To this end, a local source told AMR that Pyongyang 
might be considering an improved, larger follow-on to the ‘Sinpo’ class 
conventional hunter killer submarine.

IndIa
■ IndIan navy
Ship Type number in Service

‘Chakra’ class nuclear-powered 1. Leased from Russia.
attack submarine

‘Arihant’ class nuclear-powered 1. Two under construction 
ballistic missile submarine  (one scheduled for delivery in 2018) 
  and potentially two more planned.

‘Sindhughosh’ class conventional 10
hunter-killer submarine

‘Shishumar’ class conventional 4
hunter-killer submarine

‘Kalvari’ (Scorpene) class conventional   One undergoing sea trials, one   
hunter-killer submarine launched in January 2017 and 
 four more to be built.

‘Centaur’ class aircraft carrier Decommissioned 6th March 2017.
‘Vikrant’ class aircraft carrier One under construction, another  
 one planned.

‘Kiev’ class aircraft carrier 1
‘Kolkata’ class destroyer 3. The INS Chennai was   
 commissioned November 2016.

‘Delhi’ class destroyer 3
‘Rajput’ class destroyer 5
‘Visakhapatnam’ class destroyer Two under construction. 
 One scheduled for delivery in   
 June 2018 and one in 2020, and   
 two more expected.

‘Shivalik’ class frigate 3
‘Talwar’ class frigate 6
‘Brahmaputra’ class frigate 3
‘Admiral Grigorovich’ class frigates Three to enter service, purchased 
  in 2016 while already under   
 construction in Russia.

‘Kamorta’ class corvette 2. Another two under construction.
‘Kora’ class corvette 4
‘Khukri’ class corvette 4
‘Veer’ class corvette 12
‘Abhay’ class corvette 4
‘Austin’ class amphibious assault ship 1
‘Shardul’ class tank landing ship 3
‘Magar’ class heavy landing ship 2
‘Kumbhir’ class heavy landing ship 4
‘Pondicherry’ class mine 7
countermeasures vessel

‘Saryu’ class offshore patrol vessel 4
‘Sukanya’ class offshore patrol vessel 6
‘Car Nicobar’ class patrol boat 11. The class also includes two new 
  improved variants, the latest of  
 which, the INS Tihayu, was 
  commissioned in October 2016,  
 and two others are under   
 construction.

‘Bangaram’ class patrol boat 4
‘Trinkat’ class patrol boat 2
‘Super Dvora’ class patrol boat 6
‘Solas’ class inshore patrol vessel 80
Immediate Support Vessels 23 for protection of offshore   
 installations.

‘Deepak’ class replenishment vessel 2
‘Jyoti’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Aditya’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Sagardhwani’ class hydrographic ship 1
‘Sandhayak’ class hydrographic ship 8
‘Makar’ class hydrographic ship 1
‘Gaj’ class tug 2
‘Bhim’ class tug 3
‘Madan Singh’ class tug 2

‘Balram’ class tug 2
‘Bahadur’ class tug 1
‘Anand’ class tug 1
‘BC Dutt’ class tug 2
‘Nakul’ class tug 2
‘Arga’ class tug 3

Construction of the 40000 tonne indigenously-built INS Vikrant aircraft 
carrier continues, with the ship due to be commissioned in 2018.  Like the 

‘Kiev’ class aircraft carrier INS Vikramaditya the new aircraft carrier will use 
the Short Take Off but Assisted Recovery (STOBAR) method to launch and 
recover her  MIG-29K fighters. A second new–build aircraft carrier project is 
underway, and an indigenous lightweight naval fighter is under development 
to this end. India is also currently in talks with Russia over two potential 
deals: namely the lease of a second Russian ‘Akula’ class nuclear-powered 
attack submarine and the purchase of four ‘Grigorovich’ class frigates. 
Reports indicate, however, that the discussions have stalled regarding the 
latter due to difficulties in agreeing price and delivery schedules. Meanwhile, 
the first ‘Kalvari’ class conventional hunter-killer submarine, INS Kalvari, is 
currently undergoing sea trials.

Four ‘Arihant’ class indigenously-built nuclear-powered ballistic missile 
submarines (SSBNs) are planned. The first-of-class will be armed with twelve 
Defence Research and Development Organisation K-15 submarine-launched 
ballistic missiles. These missiles have a probable range of 405 nautical 
miles (750 kilometres), and will reputedly be capable of carrying nuclear 
warheads. Later submarines of the class will be fitted with more advanced, 
progressively longer range, variants of the missile. The ‘Arihant’ class SSBNs 
are of great political and strategic significance, as they are the first nuclear-
powered ballistic missile submarines to be operated by a nation which is not 
a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council. In 2015 the 
Indian government approved the construction of six nuclear-powered attack 
submarines, as well as seven new frigates, although construction of these 
vessels has not yet commenced.  

IndonesIa
■ IndoneSIan navy
Ship Type number in Service

‘Chang Bogo’ class conventional 9. Another two improved variants 
hunter-killer submarine  are under construction in the   
 Republic of Korea, with one   
 planned to be built in Indonesia.   
 The first vessel is scheduled for   
 delivery in 2020 and second by   
 2022.

‘Cakra’ class conventional 2
hunter-killer submarine

‘Sigma 11054’ class frigate 1. Another single type is under   
 construction scheduled for   
 delivery by September 2017 with  
 additional vessels planned.

‘Ahmad Yani’ class frigate 6. The retirement of which is   
 expected to commence in 2017 at 
 a rate of one ship a year.

‘Bung Tomo’ class corvette 3
‘Diponegoro’ class corvette 4
‘Fatahillah’ class corvette 3

INS Kamorta, undergoing sea trials, is the first of four 
‘Kamorta’ class corvettes being built for the Indian Navy
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‘Kapitan Patimura’ class corvette 14
‘Mandau’ class fast attack craft 4
‘Todak’ class fast attack craft 4
‘Pandrong’ class fast attack craft 2
‘Clurit’ class fast attack craft 10. Production continues.
‘Sampari’ class fast attack craft 4. Production continues.
‘Klewang’ class fast attack craft One under construction
‘Tarakan’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Andau’ class gunboat 4
‘Kakap’ class gunboat 4
‘Sibarau’ class gunboat 8
‘Boa’ class gunboat 13
‘Tripartite’ class mine 2
countermeasures vessel

‘Kondor’ class mine 9
countermeasures vessel

‘Makassar’ class amphibious assault ship 4

‘Asagiri’ class destroyer 8
‘Hatsuyuki’ class destroyer 2
‘Abukuma’ class corvette 6
‘Osumi’ class heavy landing ship 3
‘Uraga’ class mine 2
countermeasures vessel

‘Yaeyama’ class mine 3
countermeasures vessel

‘Enoshima’ class mine 2
countermeasures vessel

‘Hirashima’ class mine 3
countermeasures vessel

‘Sugashima’ class mine 12
countermeasures vessel

‘Uwajima’ class mine 5
countermeasures vessel

‘Leshima’ class mine 2
countermeasures vessel

‘Hayabusa’ class offshore patrol vessel 6
‘Shimayuki’ class training vessel 3
‘Kashima’ class training vessel 1
‘Asashio’ class training submarine 1
‘Oyashio’ class training submarine 1
‘Mashu’ class replenishment vessel 2
‘Towada’ class replenishment vessel 3
‘Hiuchi’ class training vessel 5
‘Hibiki’ class ocean surveillance vessel 2

Indonesia operates nine ‘Chang Bogo’ class SSKs and two improved 
variants are under construction in the Republic of Korea for delivery 
and commissioning in the early 2020s. 
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The ‘Sigma 11054’ class corvettes are being built by PT PAL in Indonesia, 
with assistance from Damen Naval Shipbuilding. The ‘Fatahilla’ class and 

‘Kapitan Patimura’ class corvettes are both undergoing major upgrades 
of their weaponry and sensors. An eventual total of some 50 ‘Clurit’ class 
and ‘Sampari’ class fast attack craft is envisaged in the fleet, with many of 
both classes being armed with the new China Aviation Industry Corporation 
C-705 active radar homing anti-ship missile. In 2014 Jakarta confirmed that 
the ‘Klewang’ class trimaran fast missile craft project is to go ahead, despite 
the prototype having been destroyed in a fire in 2013, although in 2016 it was 
stated that only one example would be completed. 

The navy’s current delivery schedule for the two ‘Chang Bogo’ class 
conventional hunter-killer submarines from Daewoo indicates that these 
should be delivered between 2020 and 2022 while one will be a domestically-
built boat from Indonesia’s PT PAL shipbuilders and delivered in the 2020s 
as well. There are plans for the future indigenous construction of amphibious 
assault ships, logistics and mine warfare vessels, although no timelines have 
been revealed as to when this could take place.

Japan
■ Japan MaritiMe Self Defence force
Ship type number in Service

‘Soryu’ class conventional 8. Another four under construction.
hunter-killer submarine

‘Oyashio’ class conventional 10
hunter-killer submarine

‘Izumo’ class helicopter carrier 1. Another one under construction, 
  due in service in 2017.

‘Hyuga’ class helicopter carrier 2
‘Shirane’ class destroyer One to be replaced by second   
 ‘Izumo’ class destroyer.

‘Atago’ class destroyer 2
‘Kongo’ class destroyer 4
Improved ‘Atago’ class destroyer  Two on order 

‘Hatakaze’ class destroyer 2
‘Akizuki’ class destroyer 4
‘Takanami’ class destroyer 5
‘Murasame’ class destroyer 9

JS Izumo, first in class of Japan’s ‘Izumo’ class destroyers just after 
her launch in August 2013. Ships such as these will be playing a key 
role in the JMSDF increased presence in regional waters to protect the 
country’s interests.
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Japan continues, by way of constitutional amendment, to edge towards a 
more proactive stance in international maritime affairs, major concerns being 
protection of the nation’s sea lines of communication, and reinforcing its 
maritime sovereignty claims. The ‘Izumo’ class destroyer is widely seen as an 
important symbol of this Japanese naval resurgence and was commissioned 
in March 2015. The ‘Izumo’ class can accommodate up to seven Sikorsky 
SH-60K Seahawk and the same number of AgustaWestland MCH-101 naval 
support helicopters. Economic stringency has slowed the JMSDF’s purchase 
of new vessels, but life extension and upgrade programmes are in hand for 
its ‘Atago’, ‘Hatsuyuki’, ‘Asagiri’, ‘Abukuma’ and ‘Hatakaze’ class destroyers, 
and ‘Oyashio’ class conventional hunter-killer submarines. Meanwhile, two 
improved ‘Atago’ class destroyers, equipped with Lockheed Martin’s Aegis 
combat management system, are on order.  
 
Malaysia
■ royal MalaySian navy
Ship type number in Service

‘Perdana Menteri’ class conventional 2
hunter-killer submarine
Second Generation Patrol Vessel/ Six have been ordered and are to
Littoral Combat Ship (based on  enter service from 2018.

‘Gowind’ class corvette) 
‘Lekiu’ class frigate 2
‘Kasturi’ class frigate 2
‘Laksamana’ class corvette 4
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‘Kedah’ class corvette 6
‘Perdana’ class offshore patrol vessel 4
‘Handalan’ class offshore patrol vessel 4
‘Jerung’ class offshore patrol vessel 6
‘Sri Tiga’ class offshore patrol vessel 2
‘CB-90’ class fast attack craft 17
‘Sri Indera Sakti’ class multi  1
role support ship

‘Mahawangsa’ class multi 1
role support ship

‘Mahamiru’ class mine 4
countermeasures vessel

‘Gagah Samudera’ class training ship One delivered to the navy in 
  March 2017, one under construction.

‘Hang Tuah’ class training ship 1
‘Perantau’ class hydrographic ship 1
‘Mutiara’ class hydrographic ship 1
‘Bunga Mas’ class auxiliary vessel Two anti-piracy escorts for   
 Malaysian merchant ships with   
 partly civilian crews. Diving support ship HMNZS Manawanui will be replaced in 2020, 

along with the hydrographic ship HMNZS Resolution, by the RNZN new 
multipurpose Littoral Operations Support Capability.

RN
ZN

The Pakistani Navy destroyer PNS 
Shahjahan and the USS Mobile 
Bay ‘Ticonderoga’ class cruiser 
(in background) transit the 
Arabian Sea during an exercise.
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The Royal Malaysian Navy offshore patrol vessel KD Terengganu and a 
US Navy Sikorsky MH-60R Seahawk naval support helicopter, conduct 
a coordinated air and sea search for Malaysian Airlines flight MH370 
which disappeared on 8th March 2014.
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An expansion of the submarine fleet by three conventional hunter-
killer submarines remains under consideration. In November 2014 Daewoo 
was awarded a contract to build six corvettes. Three of these ships will 
be completed in the Republic of Korea, and three will be assembled in 
Malaysia from modules supplied by the manufacturer. Funding issues are 
delaying these projects, as well as longer term plans for additional corvettes 
and support ships. Local sources report that on 23rd March the Malaysian 
Ministry of Defence and Boustead Naval Shipyard (BNS) signed a contract 
for the construction of four littoral mission vessels for the Malaysian Navy. 
This is part of a contract signed between the government of Malaysia and the 
People’s Republic of China, whereby two ships will be built in the PRC and 
two ships will be build by BNS under a transfer of technology agreement.

New ZealaNd
■ Royal New ZealaNd Navy
Ship Type Number in Service

‘ANZAC’ class frigate 2
‘Canterbury’ class multi-role vessel 1
‘Endeavour’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Otago’ class offshore patrol vessel 2
‘Rotoifi’ class inshore patrol vessel 4
‘Manawanui’ class diving support vessel 1
Ice–strengthened logistic support vessel One under construction.

A programme to upgrade New Zealand’s maritime capabilities by 2020, 
with particular emphasis on safeguarding the security of the nation’s offshore 
areas of responsibility, is underway. In July 2016, a contract was awarded 
to Hyundai to build the ‘Polar’ class ice-strengthened oiler to replace the 
HMNZS Endeavour, and in September 2016 Rolls Royce announced that it 
would supply a Combined Diesel Electric and Diesel (CODLAD) propulsion 
system for this ship.

In October 2016, Freire Shipyard in Spain and BMT Defence Services 
in the UK teamed up to bid for New Zealand’s Littoral Operations Support 
Capability (LOSC) programme, through which it intends to replace the 
Royal New Zealand Navy (RNZN) current diving support ship HMNZS 
Manawanui and the hydrographic ship HMNZS Resolution by procuring a 
single multipurpose vessel. Bids had to be submitted by 25th November 2016 
and the LOSC capability is expected to enter service in 2020.

Plans are also in hand for the eventual replacement of the ‘ANZAC’ class 
frigates with larger and more capable ships. BAE Systems’ Global Combat 
Ship design, which is also equipping the Royal Navy, is one of the designs 
under consideration.

PakistaN
■ PakiSTaN Navy
Ship Type    Number in Service

‘Yuan’ class conventional   Eight planned.
hunter-killer submarine

‘Hashmat’ class conventional  2
hunter-killer submarine

‘Khalid’ class conventional  3
hunter-killer submarine

‘Zulfiquar’ class frigate  4. Another four more planned.
‘Tariq’ class frigate  5
‘Alamgir’ class frigate  1
‘Azmat’ class fast attack craft  2. Two more are under   
  construction in Pakistan.

‘Larkana’ class fast attack craft  2
‘Jalalat-II’ class fast attack craft  2
‘Jurrat’ class fast attack craft  2
‘MRTP-15’ class fast attack craft  2
‘MRTP-33’ class fast attack craft  2
‘Munsif’ class mine  3
countermeasures vessel
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‘Type-072III/Yuting-II’ class landing ship 10
‘Type-072II/Yuting’ class landing ship 4
‘Type-072/Yukan’ class landing ship 3
‘Type-093A/Fuchi’ class 9
replenishment vessel

‘Type-908/Fusu’ class 1
replenishment vessel

‘Type-905/Fuqing’ class 2
replenishment vessel

‘Type 901’ fast combat support ship One under construction. 
‘Type 272’ ice breaker 1
‘Dongdiao’ class intelligence 6
gathering ship

‘Fuqing’ class auxiliary vessel 1
‘Poolster’ class auxiliary vessel 1
‘Griffon 2000 TD’ class  hovercraft 16

The Pakistan Navy’s eight ‘Yuan’ class conventional hunter-killer 
submarines will probably incorporate air-independent propulsion. Four will be 
built in the People’s Republic of China (PRC), and four in Pakistan. Reports 
indicate that the first four boats will be built in China and delivered between 2022 
and 2023 while the remaining four boats are to be built by Karachi Shipyard and 
Engineering Works (KSEW). These latter boats will be scheduled for completion 
by 2028. Reports also indicate that Pakistan, through KSEW, intends to acquire 
six ‘Type-22/Houbei’ class missile catamarans from the PRC. In August 2016, 
KSEW launched a new ‘STM’ class oiler for the Pakistan Navy.

PeoPle’s RePublic of china
■ PeoPle’s liberation army navy
ship type number in service

‘Type-001/Liaoning’ class aircraft carrier One used for training purposes.
Aircraft carrier One under construction.
‘Type-095/Jin’ class nuclear-powered 4. Another four planned.
ballistic missile submarine

‘Type-092/Xia’ class nuclear-powered 1. Operational status uncertain
ballistic missile submarine

‘Type-095’ class nuclear-powered Probably one launched so far.
attack submarine

‘Type-093/Shang’ class nuclear-powered Five in service, up to two under   
attack submarine construction.

‘Type-091/Han’ class nuclear-powered 2. One decommissioned in   
attack submarine October 2016.

‘Type-039A/Yuan’ class diesel electric 15. Construction continues.
attack submarine

‘Type-039/Song’ class diesel electric 13
attack submarine

‘Kilo’ class diesel electric attack submarine 12
‘Type-035/Ming’ class diesel electric 17. Numbers reducing.
attack submarine

‘Type-052D/Luyang-III’ class destroyer 5. Another six under construction.
‘Type-051C/Luzhou’ class destroyer 2
‘Type-052C/Luyang-II’ class destroyer 8. One under construction.
‘Type-052B/Luyang-I’ class destroyer 2
‘Sovremenny’ class destroyer 4
‘Type-051B/Luhai’ class destroyer 2
‘Type-052/Luhu’ class destroyer 2
‘Type-055’ class destroyer Two under construction.
‘Type-051/Luda’ class destroyer 7. Numbers are reducing and are 
  potentially down to zero, although 
  sources conflict on the information.

‘Type-054A/Jaingkai-II’ class frigate 25 in service, two under   
 construction.

‘Type-054/Jiangkai-I’ class frigate 2
‘Type-053H3/Jiangwei-II’ class frigate 10
‘Type-053H2G/Jaingwei-I’ class frigate 2. Numbers reducing.
‘Type-053/053H2/053H/Jianghu’ 8. Numbers reducing
class frigate

‘Type-056/Jiangdao’ class corvette Over 30 in service, production   
 continues and is potentially   
 expected to reach between 40 to 50.

‘Type-022/Houbei’ class fast attack craft 83 
‘Type-037II/Houjian’ class fast attack craft 6
‘Type-037IG/Houxin’ class fast 16
attack craft

‘Type-037I/Haiqing’ class fast attack craft 27. Numbers reducing.
‘Type-037/Hainan’ class fast attack craft 67. Numbers reducing.
‘Type-062I/Shanghai-III’ class fast 15. Numbers reducing.
attack craft

‘Type-082II/Wozang’ class mine  5
countermeasures vessel

‘Type-082/Wosao’ class mine 16
countermeasures vessel

‘Type-081/Wochi’ class mine 8
countermeasures vessel

‘Type-071/Yuzhao’ class amphibious 4
assault ship

‘Type-073A/Yunshu’ class landing ship 10
‘Type-074/Yuhai’ class landing ship 18
‘Type-072A/Yuting-III’ class landing ship 15

The PRC continues to build a large number of ‘Type-056/Jiangdao’ 
class corvettes and is expected to commission a total of 40 or 50 
such ships in the coming years.
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While the ‘Liaoning’ class aircraft carrier has been used over the past few 
years as a training ship for the PLAN (People’s Liberation Army Navy), a new 
aircraft carrier is being built and, according to local sources, is at an advanced 
stage of construction and may be launched this year. According to other 
sources who spoke to AMR, this second vessel will be better equipped than 
the first one, which can only carry old, heavy aircraft, and it will be the centre 
of a powerful battle group that will include the ‘Type 055’ class destroyer and 

‘Type 901’ class replenishment ship. A new series of large amphibious assault 
ship, to be designated as the ‘Type 081’ class, is planned, as is at least one 
more ‘Type-071/Yuzhao’ class amphibious assault ship.

The US DOD (Department of Defence) expects the People’s Republic of 
China in the next decade to commence construction of its as-yet-unnamed 

‘Type 095’ class nuclear-powered attack submarine (SSN), which may enable 
a submarine-based land-attack capability. This is envisioned to eventually 
replace the new ‘Type-093/Shang’ class SSN, although no date has been given 
as to when this could occur. Finally, some ‘Type-051/Luda’ class destroyers, 
and ‘Type-054/Jiangkai-I’ class frigates, which are slowly being phased out of 
navy service, have been converted to China Coast Guard patrol ships. Further 
conversions are expected. 

PhiliPPines
■ PhiliPPine navy
ship type number in service

‘Incheon’ class frigates Two to be built in the Republic of  
 Korea.

‘Gregorio del Pilar’ class frigate 3. One more likely to be acquired. 
‘Datu Kalantiaw’ class frigate 1
‘Pohang’ class corvette One due in service in 2016, 
 ex-Republic of Korea Navy.

‘Emilio Jacinto’ class corvette 3
‘Rizal’ class corvette 2
‘Miguel Malvar’ class corvette 6
‘General Emilio Aguinaldo’   1
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‘Incheon’ class frigate 5. Another two under construction 
  (the first one slated for delivery in  
 2018) with up to 24 likely to enter  
 service.

‘Pohang’ class corvette 18. Numbers reducing 
‘Wonsan’ class minelayer/support ship 1
‘Ganggyeong’ class mine 6
countermeasures vessel

‘Yangyang’ class mine 3
countermeasures vessel
Patrol Killer Experimental (PKX)  One under construction
fast attack craft   with 16 planned.

‘Chamsuri’ class offshore patrol vessel 60. Numbers reducing.
‘Gomdoskuri’ class patrol vessel 18. Another one under   
 construction and 18 more planned.

‘Cheonji’ class replenishment vessel 3
‘Chung Haejin’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Pyeongtaek’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Sincheonji’ class hydrographic ship  1

The second ‘Dokdo’ class amphibious assault ship will reportedly have 
enhanced command and control capabilities, and might be equipped to support 
operations by Lockheed Martin F-35A/B/C Lightning-II fighters. New-build 

‘Incheon’ class frigates, ‘Gomdoskuri’ class patrol vessels, and a projected new 
design of patrol craft, are progressively taking over the littoral patrol roles of the 

‘Pohang’ and ‘Chamsuri’ class vessels. In July 2016, Hanjin Heavy Industries  
launched the country’s first ‘B’ variant of the Patrol Killer Experimental (PKX) 
fast attack craft, of which it intends to acquire 16. According to local media 
sources, the first ship is slated to be commissioned in 2017 and will likely be 
deployed as deterrence against fast-moving Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea (DPRK) Korean People’s Navy hovercraft operating near the maritime 
border between the DPRK and Republic of Korea.

Russia
■ Russian navy Pacific fleet
ship type    number in service

‘Yasen’ class nuclear-powered 2. Four under construction and   
attack submarine three more planned.

‘Borei’ class nuclear ballistic 2
missile submarine

‘Delta-III’ class nuclear ballistic 3
missile submarine

‘Oscar-II’ class nuclear-powered 5
attack submarine

‘Akula-I’ class nuclear-powered 4
attack submarine

‘Kilo’ class  conventional 8
hunter-killer submarine

‘Kirov’ class cruiser  1
‘Slava’ class cruiser 1
‘Udaloy-I’ class destroyer 4
‘Sovremenny’ class destroyer 2

class patrol vessel
‘General Mariano Alvarez’ 1
class patrol vessel

‘Jose Andrada’ class patrol boat 25
‘Kagitingan’ class patrol boat 2
‘Tomas Batillo’ class fast attack craft 6
‘Conrado Yap’ class fast attack craft 2
‘Alberto Navarette’ class inshore 2
patrol vessel

‘Multi-Purpose Assault 3
Craft-Mark 1’ class

‘Multi-Purpose Assault 3
Craft-Mark 2’ class

‘Multi-Purpose Assault Three under construction.
Craft-Missile’ class

‘Tarlac’ class heavy landing ship 1. Another one under construction.
‘Bacolod City’ class heavy landing ship 2
‘LST-1/542’ class heavy landing ship 2
‘Balikpapan’ class heavy landing craft 5
‘Tagbanua’ class utility landing craft  1
‘Manobo’ class utility landing craft  1
‘LCU Mk.6’ class utility landing craft 3
‘Mulgae’ class utility landing craft 1
‘Ang Pangulo’ class presidential yacht 1
‘Lake Mainit’ class replenishment vessel 2
‘Lake Buluan’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Design 381’ class coastal transport 1
‘Lake Caliriya’ class oiler Ex-civilian vessel, two more due   
 to be converted for naval use.

‘Gregorio Velasquez’ class research vessel Ex-US civilian vessel. 
‘San Antonio‘ class survey vessel   2 

The much-needed modernisation of the Philippines’ fleet has gained 
significant momentum in recent years, the main catalyst being disputes with 
the People’s Republic of China (please see introduction) over the sovereignty of 
islands in the South China Sea. The fleet’s two forthcoming Indonesia-built 
strategic support vessels will provide both amphibious assault, and sea control 
capabilities. After issues with the original choice of GRSE (Garden Reach 
Shipbuilders and Engineers) for the construction of two frigates under the 
Philippine’s Frigates Acquisition Programme, a contract was signed in October 
2016 with Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI). HHI told AMR during the 
Euronaval exhibition held in Paris in October 2016 that construction of the first 
ship will commence within one year’s time, while construction of the second 
example will begin within 42 months of signing the contract.

The three multi-purpose missile assault craft under are construction by 
a joint venture of Lung Teh of the Republic of China, and Propmech of the 
Philippines, and will be equipped with the Rafael Advanced Defence Systems 
Spike infrared guided surface-to-surface missiles and will be the Philippines 
first missile-armed warships. Two AgustaWestland/Leonardo AW-159 
Wildcat naval support helicopters are on order, and there are long term plans 
to acquire submarines. The Philippines government was also reported to 
be in talks with Israeli Aerospace Industries in mid-2016 over the possible 
acquisition of an undisclosed number of ‘Super Dvora Mk.III’ class fast attack 
craft. There are currently no further reports regarding the outcome of these 
discussions.

Republic of KoRea (RoK)
■ RePublic of KoRea navy
ship type number in service

‘Chang Bogo’ class conventional 9
hunter-killer submarine

‘Son Won-Il’ class conventional 6. One launched and to be   
hunter-killer submarine delivered by July 2017.
 Two more are planned.

‘Dolgorae’ class midget submarine 2
‘Dokdo’ class amphibious assault ship 1. Another one under construction, 
and a further example planned. 

‘Go Jun Bong’ class landing ship 4
‘Cheon Wang Bong’ class landing ship Two, plus two under construction.
‘Gwanggaeto the Great’ class destroyer 3
‘Chungmugong Yi Sun-shin’ 6
class destroyer

‘Sejong the Great’ class destroyer Three, plus three improved
 variants to commence construction 
  in the next two years.

‘Ulsan’ class frigate 8

The ROKS Dokdo is seen here underway in the Sea of Japan 
accompanied by the USS Lassen and USS Chung-Hoon ‘Arleigh Burke’ 
class destroyers in the background.
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Russian corvette Bojkij, third ship of the ‘Steregushchy’ class corvettes 
of the Russian Navy, in St. Petersburg on the Neva River in July 2013. 
Russia is believed to be looking to build another 30 such ships.
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The Republic Singapore Navy frigate RSS 
Steadfast and the corvette RSS Vigilance 
are seen here underway during the 
2010 Cooperation Afloat Readiness and 
Training bilateral  Singapore 2010. CARAT 
is a series of bilateral exercises involving 
the US Navy and allied naval forces.
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Russians are also working with the Vietnamese to establish a joint submarine 
maintenance centre there. According to official Russian naval sources, six 

‘Varchavyanka’ conventional hunter-killer submarines are to be built for 
deployment to the Pacific Fleet.   

Singapore
■ Republic of SingapoRe navy
Ship Type number in Service

‘Challenger’ class conventional 2
hunter-killer submarine

‘Archer’ class conventional 2
hunter-killer submarine

‘Formidable’ class frigate 6
‘Victory’ class corvette 6
‘Independence’ class corvette One to be commissioned in May 
  2017, plus three under construction 
  and four more planned. All ships  
 are expected to be commissioned  
 by 2020.  

‘Fearless’ class offshore patrol vessel 11. Numbers reducing.
‘Endurance’ class amphibious assault ship 4
‘Landsort’ class mine 4
countermeasures vessel

Two new ‘Type 218SG’ class conventional hunter-killer submarines 
(SSKs) are on order from ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems, with deliveries 
expected from 2020, to replace the two remaining ‘Challenger’ class SSKs, 
which were retired in early 2015. Together with the two existing ‘Archer’ 
class SSKs (modified ex Royal Swedish Navy  ‘Sodermanland’ class boats) 
they will form the backbone of the Republic of Singapore Navy’s underwater 
fleet from 2020. Plans to build a Joint Multi-Mission Ship (JMMS), developed 
from the ‘Endurance’ class, were confirmed in 2014, but a timescale for this 
project has yet to be announced. The JMMS will feature a flight deck with five 
helicopter landing spots, and a well deck. To date, there are no additional 
details on the acquisition plans for these ships.

‘Steregushchy’ class corvette 5. 30 more planned.
‘Gremyashchy’ class corvette First one slated for delivery in 2017.
‘Karakurt’ class corvette First one slated for delivery in late 
  2017, another under construction.

Aside from upgrading the Pacific Fleet’s main far east Vladivostok and 
Viliuchinsk naval bases, Russia has built anchorages in Primorye Territory, 
on Sakhalin Island, and is reportedly planning a base at Matua in the Kuril 
Islands. Russia’s navy is also seeking facilities beyond its territory, and is 
continuing negotiations with Vietnam for access by Russian warships to the 
Vietnamese People’s Navy base in Cam Ranh Bay, southeast Vietnam. The 
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Sri Lanka
■ Sri Lankan navy
Ship Type    number in Service

‘Sukanya’ class offshore patrol vessel  1
‘Reliance’ class offshore patrol vessel  1
‘Vikram’ class offshore patrol vessel  1
‘Jayasagara’ class offshore patrol vessel  1
‘Sankalp’ class offshore patrol vessel   Two under construction in India.
‘Saar-4’ class fast attack craft  2
‘Shanghai-I’ class offshore patrol vessel  2
‘Shanghai-II’ class offshore patrol vessel  4
‘Shanghai-III’ class offshore patrol vessel  3
‘Lushun’ class offshore patrol vessel  2
‘Bay’ class offshore patrol vessel  2
‘Super Dvora Mk.III’ class patrol boat  6
‘Super Dvora Mk.II’ class patrol boat  3
‘Dvora Mk.I’ class patrol boat  4
‘Shaldag’ class patrol boat  7
‘Colombo’ class patrol boat  22
‘Simoneau’ class patrol boat  3
‘Chevron’ class patrol boat  4
‘Trinity Marine’ class patrol boat  5
‘Arrow’ class inshore patrol craft  90. Numbers reducing.
‘Wave Rider’ class inshore patrol craft   22. Numbers reducing.
‘Yuhai’ class heavy landing ship  1
‘Yunnan’ class heavy landing ship  2

‘Chung Cheng’ class dock landing ship 1
‘Chung Ho’ class heavy landing ship 2
‘Chung Hai’ class heavy landing ship 7
‘Mei Chin’ class heavy landing ship 4
‘Ta De’ class tug 1
‘Tai Hu’ class tug 1
‘Ta Tung’ class tug 1
‘Pan Shi’ class fast combat support ship  1
‘Chung Bai’ class replenishment vessel 2
‘Wu Kang’ class coastal transport 2
‘Wan An’ class coastal transport 1
‘Tai Wu’ class coastal transport 1

In mid- 2016 a $15 billion programme to replace many of the larger units 
of the ROCN (Republic of China Navy) fleet with new, indigenously-built 
combatants was confirmed. Projects to build an amphibious assault ship, 
eleven more ‘Tuo Jiang’ class corvettes, and four minelayers are at an advanced 
stage. After trials for the first ‘Tuo Jiang’ class corvette were suspended in 2015 
due to a number of design flaws that prevented the ship from achieving its 
full capabilities, a new design was presented in mid-2016 which included an 
improved hull. Construction of the initial batch, from the eleven ships planned, 
is now slated to commence in 2017. Design work on the minelayers, on the 
other hand, commenced in April 2016 and construction of the four ships is 
scheduled to begin in 2017.

There are longer term plans to replace the entire ROCN inventory of 
surface escorts with four destroyers, and twelve frigates, and to construct a 
new personnel transport ship, plus four to eight conventional hunter-killer 
submarines. Some analysts believe that a new pressure hull under construction 
in Taiwan, ostensibly intended to refurbish one of the ROCN’s two old ex-US 
Navy training submarines, is actually part of this project. 

ThaiLand
■ royaL Thai navy
Ship Type number in Service

‘Chakri Naruebet’ class aircraft carrier 1
‘DW 3000F’ class frigate One under construction in the  
 Republic of Korea, due in service 
  2018. A second is planned for   
 indigenous construction.

‘Knox’ class frigate 2
‘Naresuan’ class frigate 2
‘Modernised Jianghu’ class frigate 4
‘Ratanakosin’ class corvette 2
‘Tapi’ class corvette 2
‘Khamronsin’ class corvette 3
‘Krabi’ class offshore patrol vessel 1. One more under construction 
and potentially four more in the future.

‘Pattani’ class offshore patrol vessel 2
‘Makut Rajakumarn’ class offshore 1
patrol vessel

‘Hua Hin’ class offshore patrol vessel 3
‘PSMM Mk.5’ class offshore patrol vessel 6
‘Tor 991’ class offshore patrol vessel 3
‘Tor 994’ class offshore patrol vessel 3
‘M58’ class offshore patrol vessel 1. Three more planned.
‘M36’ class offshore patrol vessel 3
‘MBM-230’ class fast attack craft 3
‘FPB-45’ class fast attack craft 3
‘MV-400’ class fast attack craft 3
‘Cannon’ class training ship 1
‘Endurance’ class amphibious assault ship 1
‘Normed PS-700’ class tank landing ship 2
‘Marsun M55’ class utility landing craft 2
‘Thongkaeo’ class utility landing craft 4
‘Mannok’ class utility landing craft 3
‘Similan’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Jula’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘YOG-5’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Prong’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Proet’ class replenishment vessel 2
‘Matra’ class replenishment vessel 1
‘Chuang’ class replenishment vessel 2
‘MSC-289’ class mine 2
countermeasures vessel

‘Thalang’ class mine 1
countermeasures vessel

The US Navy 7th Fleet flagship USS Blue Ridge (centre) manoeuvres 
into formation with the Sri Navy cutters cutters Sayura and 
Samudura while departing Colombo, Sri Lanka.
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Sri Lanka continues its dual-track strategy to cooperate on naval matters 
with both India and the People’s Republic of China. The fleet continues to 
expand, with no evidence of the disposal of older vessels, other than some of 
the very small craft used in counter insurgency operations. Meanwhile, the first 
of two OPVs (Offshore Patrol Vessels) being built in India’s Goa Shipyard is due 
to enter service by the end of the first quarter of this year. 

Taiwan
■ repubLic of china navy (rocn) 
Ship Type number in Service

‘Chien Lung’ class conventional 2
hunter-killer submarine

‘Hai Shih’ class conventional 2
hunter-killer submarine

‘Kee Lung’ class destroyer 4
‘Cheng Kung’ class destroyer 8
‘Chi Yang’ class frigate 6. Numbers reducing.
‘Kang Ding’ class frigate 6
‘Oliver Hazard Perry’ class frigate Two ex-US Navy ships are being   
 refitted to enter service in 2017.

‘Ching Chiang’ class offshore patrol vessel 11
‘Kuang Hua VI’ class fast attack craft 31
‘Tuo Jiang’ class corvette 1. Eleven more planned 
‘Lerici’ class mine Six to be built, one in Italy, 
countermeasures vessels the remainder in Taiwan.

‘Yung Yang’ class mine 4
countermeasures vessel

‘Yung Feng’ class mine 4
countermeasures vessel

‘Yung Ching’ class mine 2
countermeasures vessel

‘Hsuhai’ class dock landing ship 1
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‘M48’ class mine countermeasures vessel 2
‘Gaeta’ class mine countermeasures vessel 2
‘Chan’ class hydrographic vessel 1
‘Sok’ class hydrographic vessel 1
‘Paruehasabordee’ class 1
hydrographic vessel

‘Rin’ class tug 2
‘Samsan’ class tug 2
‘Klungbadan’ class tug 2

Thailand has previously operated conventional hunter-killer submarines 
(SSKs), and it was confirmed in July 2016 that plans to revive Thailand’s 
submarine capability continue to move slowly ahead, and that negotiations 
with the People’s Republic of China for the supply of three ‘Yuan’ class 
SSKs continue. A submarine fleet headquarters has been built at the Sattahip 
naval base in western Thailand, and Royal Thai Navy officers are attending 
submarine training in Germany and the Republic of Korea. 

In January 2017 Daewoo launched the ‘DW 3000’ class frigate, whose 
design derives from ROKN’s ‘KDX-1’ class destroyer, and delivery to the navy 
is expected in August 2018. Indigenous shipbuilder Marsun completed a series 
of sea trials on the country’s first ‘M58’ class patrol boat, HTMS Laemsing, in 
August 2016 and the ship was commissioned by the RTN (Royal Thai Navy) in 
September 2016. Three more ships in the class are planned for construction subject 
to available funding. The second BAE Systems ‘River’ class OPV (Offshore Patrol 
Vessel), being licence-built by Bangkok Dock, will be a modified version, fitted 
with Boeing RGM-84 Harpoon family active radar homing anti-ship missiles.              

Vietnam
■ Vietnam PeoPle’s naVy (VPn)
ship type number in service

‘Gepard 3.0’ class frigate 2. Two more to be delivered in   
 2017, plus an additional two on   
 order from Russia.

‘Petya’ class frigate 5
‘Tarantul-1’ class corvette 4
‘Molniya’ class corvette 4. Two under construction and a   
 potential additional four planned.

‘BPS-500’ class corvette 1
‘Kilo’ class conventional  6
hunter-killer submarine

‘Osa’ class fast attack craft 8

‘Svetlyak’ class offshore patrol vessel 6
‘Turya’ class offshore patrol vessel 5
‘TT-400 TP’ class offshore patrol vessel 6
‘Sonya’ class mine countermeasures vessel 4
‘Yurka’ class mine countermeasures vessel 2
‘Yevgenya’ class mine 2
countermeasures vessel

‘Giao su Vien si Tran Dai Nghia’ 1
class hydrographic vessel

‘K-122’ class transport/logistics vessel 2
‘HQ-996’ class transport/logistics vessel 1
‘Trường Sa’ class transport/ 7
logistics vessel

‘LST-542’ class heavy landing ship 1
‘Polnochny’ class amphibious assault ship 3
‘HQ-521’ class amphibious assault ship 2

Hanoi is pursuing a three-track response to the People’s Republic of 
China’s proactive stance in the South China Sea (please see introduction). Military 
garrisons on several of the islands in this stretch of water claimed by Vietnam 
have been substantially bolstered; a major acquisition programme of foreign, 
and indigenously-built, warships is in progress and Vietnam is actively 
promoting links with numerous foreign navies and allowing access to its Da 
Nang naval base in the south of the country.  

The commissioning of the ‘Kilo’ class conventional hunter-killer 
submarines into the VPN (Vietnam People’s Navy) poses a major potential 
threat to the People’s Liberation Army Navy, and is of long term strategic 
significance, particularly as they are to be equipped with Novator Design 
Bureau 3M-54 Klub active radar homing/satellite-guided surface-to-surface 
missiles. The last two submarines were commissioned on 28th February 2017.

The ‘Gepard’ class are Vietnam’s first helicopter-capable frigates, and a 
number of Kamov Ka-28 naval support helicopters have been upgraded in 
Russia to operate from these ships. The last two frigates to be built under a 
second contract signed in 2012 were scheduled for delivery in August 2016 and 
September 2016. Nevertheless, as a result of ongoing tensions between Russia 
and Ukraine, following Russia’s invasion and annexation of Crimea in 2014, 
Ukraine refused to deliver components for the ships, media reports indicated. 
As such, the delivery was delayed and is now scheduled for mid-2017. Two 
more ‘Gepard’ class are on order from Russia, while additional units might be 
built in Vietnam in due course. The indigenously-built ‘BPS-500’ class corvette 
is undergoing a major upgrade in Vietnam, with Russian assistance. 

The Royal Thai Navy ship 
Angthong  navigates the waters 
off the coast of Thailand as part 
of an amphibious capabilities 
demonstration.
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by Dr. Alix Valenti

Dr. Ng Eng Hen, Singapore’s 
minister for defence, 
concluded his address to the 
Committee of Supply Debate 
on 3rd March 2017, with the 

following words: “The most dependable 
guarantee of our independence is a 
strong Singapore Armed Forces (SAF). 
A strong SAF, in turn, depends on the 
political will to make the effort and pay 
the price.” The Committee of Supply is a 
committee comprising the whole of the 
Singapore parliament which considers 
each ministry’s requests for budget, and 
votes on this request accordingly. Dr. Ng’s 
words were attributed to Dr. Goh Keng 
Swee, Singapore first minister of defence 
from 1965 until 1979 who built a strong 
local defence force by implementing 
compulsory national service for all male 

Two key factors are driving the modernisation of Singapore’s armed 

forces: increasing regional security concerns and declining national 

birth rates. In this context, the modernisation of the armed forces 

hinges upon multimission platforms, networked soldiers and robotics.

Singaporeans aged 18 and above. 
One major challenge facing Singapore 

is the country’s declining birth rate which, 
over the past two decades, has significantly 
reduced the manpower available to the 
SAF. Official statistics state that Singapore 
had 1.8 births per woman in 1990, which 
has since fallen to 1.2 births per woman 
in 2012.  However, Singapore has been 
making the effort and paying the price to 
build a ‘next generation’ military focused 
on highly trained and technologically 
advanced soldiers. From new 
departments and Military Operations in 
Urban Terrain (MOUT) training grounds 
to defence procurement, the Singapore 
Army, Republic of Singapore Air Force 
(RSAF) and the Republic of Singapore 
Navy (RSN) are undergoing significant 
modernisation.

Singapore Army
The Singapore Army is perhaps the 
branch of the armed forces that has been 
benefiting the most from technological 
developments and advances. According 
to Richard Bitzinger, senior fellow at the 
maritime security programme of the 
S. Rajaratnam School of International 
Studies in Singapore: “While all three 
branches of the armed forces are equally 
important, the Singapore Army is the 
most politically charged: it is the oldest 
one, made out mostly of conscripts, and 
has been a key element of the country’s 
nation building strategy from the start.” 
Nevertheless, it is also the branch that is 
most directly affected by the country’s 
declining birth rate (see above). Indeed, 
while for the RSAF and RSN it is possible 
to acquire or build new platforms with 

DOING MORE WITH LESS

Singapore-US military 
relations continue to be 

important for both nations, 
with regular bilateral 

exercises held to this end.
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technologies that allow these services to 
perform more tasks with fewer people, 
this is not always possible with the army: 

“As such, Singapore is trying to find new 
ways to tackle the issue, such as the third 
generation (3G) soldier,” continues Mr. 
Bitzinger: “that is, a digitised army with 
sophisticated communication systems and 
with the ability to gather data in real time 
for quick and efficient decision-making.”

Amongst the key projects for the 
future SAF posture, is the next generation 
Armoured Fighting Vehicle (AFV). Built 
by Singapore Technologies Kinetics (ST 
Kinetics), the new tracked AFV will be 
able to accommodate three crew as well 
as up to eight fully-equipped troops. The 
vehicle weighs 29 tons and will reach 
maximum speeds of 70 kilometres-per-
hour (43.5 miles-per-hour/mph) with a 
range of 500 kilometres/km (310.8 miles). 
The AFV is equipped with a remote 
weapons station equipped with an Orbital 
ATK M-242 25mm Bushmaster cannon and 
7.62mm coaxial machine gun. While there 
is no published information regarding 
the communications systems with which 
these vehicles will be equipped, it was 
reported that in 2014, Singapore selected 
the Rockwell Collins-Thales FlexNet 
One Very/Ultra High Frequency (30 
megahertz to three gigahertz) vehicular 
radios, and it is entiretly possible that 
the AFV will be equipped with these 
transceivers. According to the Singapore 
Ministry of Defence (MINDEF), the AFV 
will replace the ageing United Defence/
BAE Systems M-113A2 Ultra tracked 
armoured personnel carriers, which have 
been in service since the 1970s. The new 
AFV is schedule to enter service in 2019, 
according to media reports.

In a move to improve the protection of 
its personnel during MOUT in November 
2016 the Singapore Army inducted its new 
Belrex Protected Combat Support Vehicle 
(PCSV). Based on Paramount Group’s 
Marauder mine-resistant, ambush 
protected vehicle, and developed by ST 
Kinetics, the four-wheel drive Belrex 
PCSV has a gross weight of 20 tons and 
accommodates two crew members and up 
to eight troops at the rear. Much like the 
AFV, the Belrex may use the FlexNet-One 
radio which is tasked with carrying the 
Army Battlefield Internet (ABI) system 
which allows data communications 
across all army units. The PCSV is 
armed with a 7.62mm remotely-operated 
weapons station. The MINDEF, however, 
has declined to disclose any information 
regarding the number of units to be 

procured, and which units they will be 
serving with.

RSN
According to Collin Koh, research fellow 
at the maritime security programme of 
the S. Rajaratnam School of International 
Studies, two main factors are driving 
procurement decision-making for the 
RSN: “The first is the increasingly 
uncertain security environment, which 
further necessitates the navy to leap 
forward to secure a technological edge.” 
The second is the decreasing birth rate 
of the country (see above): “As the RSN 
sees shrinking manpower sizes over 
the coming years, there’s a greater need 
to go leaner while preserving and, if 
necessary, enhancing the capabilities; 
hence automation has become key,”  
Mr. Koh continues. 

The RSN is currently progressively 
decommissioning its ‘Fearless’ class 
offshore patrol vessels in preparation 
for the commissioning of eight Littoral 
Mission Vessels (LMVs) built by 
Singapore Technologies Marine. The first 
LMV, RSS Independence, was launched 
in July 2015 and is now on course to 
commission in May 2017. The LMVs have 
a displacement of 1250 tons and can reach 
a maximum speed of 27 knots (50km/h). 
According to the fact sheet posted on the 
MINDEF website, they are armed with 
MBDA’s MICA infrared/Active Radar 
Homing (ARH) Surface-to-Air Missiles 
(SAMs), OTO Melara/Leonardo 76mm 
and 12.7mm guns and Rafael Advanced 
Defence Systems’ 25mm Typhoon gun. 
The ships’ sensors include a Thales NS-
100 S-band (2.3-2.5/2.7-3.7GHz) naval 
surveillance radar and ST Engineering 
Compass-D optronics system. Two other 
vessels, RSS Sovereignty and RSS Unity, 
are currently undergoing sea trials, while 
the fourth vessels, RSS Justice, is under 
construction and the fifth, RSS Indomitable, 
was launched in November 2016. 

Besides enhancing its surface fleet, the 
RSN is overhauling its submarine fleet 
with the award of a contract in 2013 to 
Thyssenkrupp Marine Systems (TKMS) 
for the delivery of two ‘218SG’ class 
conventional hunter-killer submarines: 

“The Singapore government imposes a 
strict information security guideline on 
TKMS,” says Mr. Koh, which means that 
there is very little information available 
as to the design of the submarine and 
their subsystems. 

Finally, in his speech to the Committee 
of Supply debate, Dr. Ng indicated that 
the RSN is outstripping the army in 
the application of robotics: “The navy 
is putting Unmanned Surface Vehicles 
(USVs) which can navigate and avoid 
collisions autonomously into operations,” 
he stated. To this end, in November 2015, 
the RSN revealed that it had commenced 
trialling the ST Electronics Venus-16 USV. 
There are no additional reports as to when 
these vehicles will become operational 
as part of the RSN fleet. Nevertheless, 
in 2015, during Exercise HIGHCREST; 
a Singaporean multi-agency maritime 
security operation; two VENUS-16 
variants were showcased: one configured 
for mine countermeasures work, and 
one for autonomous patrols along the 
country’s coasts. Full details of recent 
developments in the RSN, together with 
other Asia-Pacific navies, can be found in 
AMR’s Naval Directory in this issue.

RSAF
The Republic of Singapore Air Force 
(RSAF) does not boast as many active 
programmes as the army or the RSN, 
but this is no reflection on its strategic 
importance to Singapore. Rather, 
according to Mr. Bitzinger: “the RSAF, 
which is an entirely professional force 
(and) was for a long time the most 
important arm of the SAF.” However, as 
Singapore seeks to continue committing 
a constant share of its Gross Domestic 

This rendering depicts the RSN’s 
new ‘Independence’ class littoral 
mission vessels. A total of five 
ships will constitute the class, 
which will replace the legacy 

‘Fearless’ class OPVs.
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annual seed grants of $45 million to start 
leading in innovation and experimentation, 
local press reports continue.

In parallel, significant developments 
will continue at the level of the different 
branches of the armed forces. Regarding 
the RSAF, although Singapore is a big 
partner in the consortium building 
the Lockheed Martin’s F-35A/B/C 
Lightning-II fighter, Mr Bitzinger notes: 

“it is expected that Singapore will be 
purchasing F-35Bs, however the MINDEF 
does not seem to be in any kind of hurry 
and it is more likely that the purchase 
will go ahead in the next five years or 
so.” As such, it will focus on upgrading 
its General Dynamics/Lockheed Martin 
F-16C/Ds with new radars, in the form 
of the Northrop Grumman AN/APG-
83 X-band fire control radar, and will 
take delivery, by the end of 2017, of the 
country’s first MBDA Aster-30 active-
radar homing SAM system.

Mr. Koh comments that: “We’ll see the 
navy, a capital intensive service, further 
consolidating its capabilities, shedding 
redundant assets and capacities, and go 
leaner and meaner, putting more effort in 
acquiring less but more capable, preferably 
multimission types of platforms.” In this 
context, the RSN is examining the possible 
future procurement of so-called ‘Joint  
Multi-Mission Ships’ which are, according  
to Mr. Koh: “supposed to have greater 
aviation capacity than the existing 
(amphibious assault ships).” Moreover, 
as indicated by the Venus-16 programme  
(see above), unmanned and autonomous 
naval systems will continue to gather 
greater importance for the RSN.

Finally, the country’s armed forces 
will not only continue to benefit from 
increasingly networked soldiers and 
armoured vehicles offering better 
protection; it will also soon be able to train 
in its new MOUT training centre, the SAFTI 
City. The SAFTI City will take a decade to 
complete and cost approximately $900 
million, according to Dr. Ng, and will be 
divided into two sectors. Sector 1 will 
recreate Singapore’s urban environment 
to prepare soldiers for island defence 
operations. This will include a mock-
up petrochemical complex, warehouses, 
container parks and industrial buildings. 
Sector 2, on the other hand, will focus on 
preparing soldiers for counter-insurgency 
and high intensity urban operations as 
well as HADR missions. It will include 
high-rise and inter-connected buildings, 
basement car parks, a bus interchange and 
an underground metro station.

Product (GDP) to defence “steadily, with 
no sharp dips, no sharp rises,” according 
to Dr. Ng during his Committee of 
Supply debate speech, the MINDEF has 
re-prioritised its programmes according 
to the challenges Singapore is facing, 
resulting in fewer programmes, at present, 
for the RSAF. According to figures 
provided by the Stockholm International 
Peace Research Institute, Singapore’s 
defence spending has fluctuated between 
four and three percent of GDP between 
2005 and 2015.

On 8th November 2016, the MINDEF 
announced that it had awarded a 
contract to Airbus Helicopters to buy 
an undisclosed number of H-225M 
medium-lift utility helicopters and to 
Boeing for the acquisition of CH-47F 
Chinook heavy-lift helicopters. Although 
unconfirmed, some reports state that 
16 H-225Ms have been ordered. The 
two helicopters will be replacing the 
RSAF ageing fleet of Eurocopter/Airbus 
Helicopters AS-332 Super Puma medium-
lift utility helicopters (32 aircraft) and 
Boeing CH-47D Chinooks (16 aircraft). 
which have been in service since 1983 
and 1994 respectively. According to the 
news release regarding the H-225M 
purchase on Airbus Helicopters website, 
Singapore’s new fleet of H-225Ms: “will 
be used for a wide spectrum of operations 
including search and rescue, aero-medical 
evacuation, and Humanitarian Assistance 
and Disaster Relief (HADR) operations.” 
In March the MINDEF announced that 
the RSAF’s Israel Aerospace Industries’ 
(IAI) Heron-1 Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
(UAV) was fully operational. The new 
UAV will replace the RSAF’s IAI Searcher 
UAVs, which have been in service since 
1994. More information regarding naval 
support helicopter procurement in 

the Asia-Pacific can 
be found in Andrew 
Drwiega’s Feet Wet 
article in this issue.

Meanwhile, in 2014 
the MINDEF published 
a press release indicating 
that it intended to deploy 
an aerostat to provide 
low-altitude radar 
coverage to: “continually 
guard against threats to 
Singapore’s air and sea 
space.” In December 
2016, the RSAF began 
testing a TCOM-built 
system, which is 
scheduled to undergo 

twelve months of testing before being 
operationally deployed by the RSAF. 
Few details are available on what sensor 
package this aerostat is outfitted with. 
Nevertheless, the Armada Intelligence 
research service notes that the MINDEF 
ordered two IAI ELTA Systems division 
EL/M-2083 APR airborne surveillance 
radars in 2012, which were delivered in 
2016, for use onboard aerostats. According 
to open sources, this L-band (1.215-
1.4GHz) radar has an instrumented range 
of circa 270nm (500km).

Next Generation 
According to Mr Koh: “The Singapore 
armed forces eagerly observe and monitor 
patterns of military modernisation 
not just in the neighbourhood but 
also internationally.” In this context, 
technological trends and advances will 
continue to play an increasingly important 
role to ensure that the armed forces maintain 
the status necessary to protect Singapore’s 
sovereignty on land, at sea and in the air. 
To this end, the MINDEF is setting-up two 
new agencies that will contribute to the 
development of the future armed forces. 
The Defence Science Organisation (DSO) 
established a robotics laboratory in April 
that will carry on the work on robotics that 
has already begun with six soldiers from 
the army’s Singapore Infantry Regiment 
whom as of March 2017, according to local 
media sources, are experimenting with 
unmanned aerial and ground vehicles 
to perform their missions. The Defence 
Science and Technology Agency (DSTA), 
the central procurement agency for 
the MINDEF, will meanwhile, develop 
the Analytics and Artificial Intelligence 
Laboratory, which will exploit the large 
volumes of information that can be derived 
from the Internet. Both labs will receive amr

Singapore’s overhaul of its 
rotary wing assets has seen 
the RSAF procure the CH-
47F, which will eventually 
replace the air force’s CH-
47D aircraft seen here.
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Close-In Weapon Systems (CIWS) are the last line of defence for 

ships. While they were originally developed to protect against 

anti-ship missiles, the range of threats have evolved over recent 

decades, driving changes in CIWS architecture.

by Gerrard Cowan

CIWS systems are generally 
based on a gun in the 20mm 
to 35mm range, though 
there is considerable variety 
within the category. The 

armaments themselves have changed 
over the years too; for example, missiles 
have sometimes been substituted for 
guns. One of the best-known CIWS is 
Raytheon’s Phalanx family, which has 
been in service in various configurations 
since 1980. The weapon’s main armament 

CLOSE 
PROTECTION

is a 20mm radar-guided Gatling gun, and 
23 customers use the system worldwide. 
There is also a land-based version known 
as the Centurion designed for counter-
rocket, artillery and mortar defence, 
which is in service with the US Army.

The latest Phalanx iteration is the Pha-
lanx Block-1B Baseline-2, which was first 
delivered to the US Navy in September 
2009. This configuration improved the 
system’s integral Ku-band (13.4-14/15.7-
17.7 gigahertz/GHz) fire control radar 

and increased reliability, said Rick Mc-
Donnell, director of Raytheon’s close-in 
defence solutions programme. Earlier 
versions of Phalanx are still in use around 
the world, and Raytheon still produces 
the Phalanx Block-1B Baseline-1 for inter-
national navies. However, the US Navy 
only procures the Phalanx Block-1B Base-
line-2 for its new ships, and offers this to 
allies through the US government’s for-
eign military sales programme. Logisti-
cal support including spares and repairs 

The Phalanx is one of the best-
known CIWS systems, and 

has been in service since the 
1980s. The main armament is 
a 20mm radar-guided Gatling 
gun, and it has 23 customers 

around the world.
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the Phalanx Block-1B Baseline-1 weapon 
is still in production for international na-
vies, while existing Phalanx weapons can 
all be upgraded to the Phalanx Block-1B 
Baseline-2 status: “New Phalanx systems 
are also available where some of the large 
mechanical structures come from exist-
ing inventory and are reworked to a ‘like 
new’ condition,” Mr. McDonnell added: 

“When this inventory is depleted new sys-
tems will be made from scratch.”

 In developing the Phalanx Block-1B 
Baseline-2 design, the major interest on the 
part of the US Navy, the Phalanx’s main 
customer, was on continuing to improve 
the system’s reliability, Mr. McDonnell ex-
plained, ensuring that: “its availability is 
as high as possible, its readiness is as high 
as possible, because when you need it, you 
need it, you can’t afford for the system to 
ever be down,” he told AMR. Mr. McDon-
nell also highlighted the development of 
the SeaRAM: a variant of Phalanx in which 
the gun is removed and an eleven-round 
RIM-166 Rolling Airframe Missile semi-
active radar homing/infrared guided 

surface-to-air missile launcher installed 
in its place. The idea is to combine the ac-
curacy, range and manoeuvrability of the 
missile with the search-and-track sensor 
and quick-response capability of the Pha-
lanx, according to Raytheon. To this end, 
the SeaRam is being installed on a number 
of US Navy ‘Arleigh Burke’ class destroy-
ers, including the USS Carney, USS Ross, 
USS Donald Cook and USS Porter, although 
there are no details as to when these instal-
lations could be concluded. The SeaRAM 
can be used in conjunction with the tradi-
tional CIWS system for a layered defence, 
this is the approach being taken on the US 
destroyers, for example. This could mean 
that ships will carry a mixed complement 
of gun and missile equipped Phalanxes. 
The Japan Maritime Self Defence Force’s 
‘Izumo’ class helicopter carriers will also 
feature both systems: “That’s an interest-
ing combination that I see becoming more 
appealing to navies,” Mr. McDonnell said.

Goalkeeper
Another big name in the CIWS world is 
Goalkeeper, a 30mm system originally 
developed by Signaal, which is now the 
responsibility of Thales. While it is most 
associated with the Koninklijke Marine 
(Royal Netherlands Navy), Goalkeeper 
has a range of international users, such 
as Portugal and the Republic of Korea 
(ROK). The last Goalkeeper for the Neth-
erlands rolled off the production line in 
the 1990s, while the most recent deliv-
ery was made to the ROK Navy in 2006. 
However, Thales has continued working 
on it in the intervening decades, with 
improvements carried out for the Dutch 
in the mid-1990s. The company is now 
working on another upgrade contract 
for that customer; under this deal, which 
was signed in 2012, Thales is improving 
the optronic capabilities of the system, its 
algorithms and is adding a new opera-
tor console, among other enhancements, 
said Monique Kedde, product and proj-
ect manager for Goalkeeper Upkeep for 
the Royal Netherlands Navy. While there 
have been a number of fixes to obsoles-
cence problems since the weapon was 
introduced in 1979, this current upgrade 
is a larger effort: “to enhance the lifetime 
of the Goalkeeper,” she said. Ms. Kedde 
added that this upgrade is available to 
export customers through the Goalkeeper 
Service Life Extension Programme (Goal-
keeper SLEP).

Besides improving the weapons’ per-
formance against air threats, as illustrated 
by the upgrade for the Royal Nether-

is offered for all Phalanx configurations 
from Raytheon on a case-by-case basis, 
Mr. McDonnell said.

History
CIWS were originally designed to ad-
dress missile threats, though the dangers 
to ships have evolved over the years. 
Mr. McDonnell pointed to the attack on 
the USS Cole, a US Navy ‘Arleigh Burke’ 
class destroyer attacked by Al Qaeda in-
surgents in the port of Aden in October 
2000 killing 17 crew members and injur-
ing 29. This was: “widely believed to 
have caused the navy to enter into a pro-
gramme of record to upgrade the entire 
fleet with Phalanx having a secondary 
mission of protecting the ship from sur-
face or slow-moving air targets; i.e. (a) 
surface mode,” Mr. McDonnell continued. 
All Phalanx Block-1B systems have this 
surface mode capability. The US Navy has 
now replaced all but a handful of its Pha-
lanx systems with the new baseline, Mr. 
McDonnell said, with the upgrades likely 
to be completed by early 2019. However, 
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The Goalkeeper is based 
on a 30mm gun. It is 

in service in a number 
of countries worldwide, 

including the Netherlands, 
Portugal and the ROK.
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lands Navy, the system had to evolve to 
deal with new surface threats, primar-
ily swarms of small boats attempting to 
attack a vessel. Today’s surface threats 
are “faster and more manoeuvrable,” 
Ms. Keppe added. Such tactics were em-
ployed by Iran’s Revolutionary Guard’s 
Navy (RGN) in the 1980-1988 Iran-Iraq 
War, during which the RGN would em-
ploy Boghammar Marin speedboats 
equipped with heavy machine guns and 
rocket launchers to mount surprise at-
tacks against ships in the Persian Gulf 
believed to be supporting Iraqi com-
merce during the so-called ‘Tanker War.’ 
Moreover, the Sea Tigers maritime wing 
of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam 
insurgent organisation active during 
the Sri Lankan civil war of 1983 to 2009 
used small boats to mount suicide attacks 
against the Sri Lankan Navy. 

Definition
The definition of a CIWS is perhaps not 
so clear cut as it might first appear, said 
Eric Wertheim, a naval expert and author 
of the US Naval Institute’s Combat Fleets 
of the World. There was a question mark 

over the dividing line between small 
arms and CIWS: for example, guns in the 
12.7mm realm could be used against such 
threats as small craft or helicopters: “The 
most effective layered defence is achieved 
through a continuum that typically be-
gins with small arms up to the CIWS 
guns at the centre, then moves farther out 
to point defence missiles, then to shorter 
range and medium range missiles, all the 
way up to the longer range surface-to-air 
missiles,” he told AMR.

Some systems can be used in multiple, 
different roles, including CIWS. For ex-
ample, the 35mm Rheinmetall/Oerlikon 
Millennium Gun could be used for mul-
tiple roles on different ships, said Craig 
McLoughlin, senior vice-president of naval 
systems at the company. It could be used 
in a CIWS role, he said, though it could 
also be the main gun for constabulary or 
patrol vessels, a secondary armament for 
a corvette or an offshore patrol vessel, or 
as a dedicated self-defence gun for frigates 
and larger vessels including auxiliaries or 
amphibious assault ships. The company 
sees the gun as having a wide ranging, 
self-defence capability, protecting ships ef-

fectively against anti-ship missiles at short 
ranges but also out to ranges as far as 1.3 
nautical miles (2.5 kilometres). 

The launch customer for the Millenni-
um Gun was the Søværnet (Royal Danish 
Navy), with the first systems delivered in 
2006, Mr. McLoughlin said, while there 
are a number of other customers, such as 
the Armada Bolivariana de Venezuela (Ven-
ezuelan Navy). Mr. McLoughlin said Rhe-
inmetall had adopted a “future-oriented” 
approach with the Millennium Gun, ask-
ing: “how (do) you protect the ship with 
a small number of systems against a large 
number of threats?” This underscored 
the importance of CIWS having a mul-
tirole approach, he continued. The com-
pany has designed the Millennium Gun 
to be flexible in terms of integration, Mr. 
McLoughlin added: “We are fire control 
and combat system agnostic; use ours or 
bring your own.” 

Moreover, he pointed to a number of 
ways in which technology has evolved in 
recent years regarding CIWS. He high-
lighted sensor performance and the ad-
vances driven by phased array radar tech-
nology (see below). There is a need to detect, 
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classify and track in the shortest possible 
time, Mr. McLoughlin said: “and I think 
that that’s where phased array technology 
is taking us now.” The company is inves-
tigating phased array radar systems that 
could be combined with the Millennium 
Gun, with significant benefits envisaged 
in both the management of engagements 
in the multi-threat environment and in re-
ducing the reaction times of the weapon’s 
fire control system. Rheinmetall is work-
ing with a number of suppliers on these 
efforts, and one potential customer exists, 
though Mr. McLoughlin said the project 
was still in its early stages.

Put simply, phased array radar takes 
a Radio Frequency (RF) transmission and 
feeds it to individual transmit modules 
mounted across a radar’s antenna. The 
single RF transmission is now split into 
several individual transmissions from 
each of the transmit modules allowing 
the beam to be electronically steered by 

using a process known as phase shifting 
(changing the phase of a wave, the phase 
being the cycle of a sine wave perform-
ing one full oscillation) enabling a radar 
to be electronically steered rather than 
necessarily having to physically move the 
radar’s antenna. Thus time is saved by 
being able to electronically move an an-
tenna’s field-of-view as opposed to physi-
cally having to move the radar antenna.

Mr. McLoughlin also pointed to efforts 
to reduce the time between detection and 
tracking with the weapons’ fire control ra-
dar, in order to reduce overall system reac-
tion time: “Especially when we talk about 
anti-ship missiles now, where supersonic 
weapons are prevalent and hypersonic 
(speeds of Mach Five and above) is com-
ing, reaction times are critical … I think 
those areas of system intelligence and reac-
tion time have to improve, and that’s what 
we’re working on,” he said. 

Rheinmetall is known as an ammuni-

tion manufacturer, and this was an im-
portant area of consideration for CIWS, 
Mr. McLoughlin said. Airbursting ammu-
nition, such as the company’s AHEAD 
35mm product, was an option, offering a 
huge number of sub-projectiles to give a 
guaranteed hit. However, Mr. McLough-
lin said that sub-projectiles can become 
very small within the boundaries of the 
payload, so: “you’ve always got to find 
that sweet spot” between the number of 
sub-projectiles and their kill probability. 
The company is currently working on 
optimising the different sub-projectile 
payloads inside AHEAD, he noted. It has 
a variety of different sub-projectile sizes, 
which could be used in a pre-mixed con-
figuration of larger and smaller sizes. The 
advantage of using an airburst approach 
was the ability to bring down targets at 
greater distances using a smaller number 
of rounds, Mr. McLoughlin concluded.

The Millennium Gun could fire air-

The Millennium Gun is designed for 
use in multiple roles, including as a 
CIWS. The launch customer was the 
Royal Danish Navy, while it remains in 
service with a number of other navies.
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The Phalanx has evolved over the decades, driven primarily by world events, such as the attack on 
the USS Cole in Aden in 2000. The current iteration of the weapon is the Phalanx Block-1B Baseline-2.
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nburst rounds, he added, along with 
more traditional high-explosive 
rounds. The system is based on a re-
volver cannon, which has a tendency 
to sway during firing, Mr. McLoughlin 
said. The company developed a system 
to regulate the rate of fire when the gun 
was first designed, he explained. In the 
first generation, this worked for ‘rapid 
single shot’ fire at rates of 200 rounds-
per-minute (rpm). In the new system, 
both rapid single shot and burst fire 
(about 1000 rpm) will be fully regu-
lated. The latter has been fully proven 
and is now in implementation: “Rather 
than just pressing the trigger and let-
ting the gun work like an automatic 
cannon, we’re actually regulating the 
rate of fire even in (the weapons’) thou-
sand rpm mode,” he explained: “These 
tiny little pauses actually give the sys-
tem time to settle down and for the dy-
namics to become predictable, and this 
increases our accuracy.” Rheinmetall 
has increased the modularity of the 
system, making it more applicable for a 
wider range of tasks. The company has 
also almost completed development of a lighter weight version 
of the weapon, which offers the same level of firepower: “We 
can install this on smaller boats as a main gun, but also it can 
be used in that close-in weapon system and self-defence role on 
larger ships.” 

Laser Beams
Directed-energy weapons have grown as an area of focus for both 
navies and the industry. For example, the US Navy’s AN/SEQ-3 
Laser Weapon System (LAWS) has been tested on the USS Ponce, 
‘Austin’ class amphibious assault ship, using the Phalanx’s radar 
and fire control systems. Similarly, Raytheon is working with the 
US Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) on the 
Multi Azimuth Defence Fast Intercept Round Engagement System 
(MAD-FIRES), which focuses on technologies that would combine 
the attributes of bullets, such as ammunition capacity and speed, 
with those of missiles, such as guidance, accuracy and precision. 

Both MAD-FIRES and lasers improve magazine depth or ef-
ficiency by either providing a rechargeable system, in the case 
of lasers, or reducing the amount of rounds needed in a mission, 
in the case of MAD-FIRES, said Mr. McDonnell. Still, he does 
not see the more traditional approaches going out of fashion any 
time soon. For the foreseeable future, there will be a lot of targets 
that the navy would only want to confront using a Gatling gun, 
he said.  

Rheinmetall is also looking at the potential of directed en-
ergy, carrying out trials in which the Millennium Gun’s can-
non is replaced with lasers. This effort had been successful, Mr. 
McLoughlin said. Additionally, the company has worked with 
the Heer (German Navy) on developing a High-Energy Laser 
(HEL) effector.  This is still in the research and development 
phase, with many trials conducted using numerous systems and 
differing HEL energy levels. There are a number of attractions to 
the directed energy approach, Mr. McLoughlin noted, most nota-
bly the fact that the magazine is essentially unlimited. It could be 

a useful supplement when it came to dealing with swarming at-
tacks and other threats. However, laser sources can be expensive, 
he said. Systems like lasers and soft-kill approaches have a num-
ber of uses, but there will always be a place for hard-kill systems: 

“You can’t replace one with the other; you probably need to have 
the capabilities for both.” AMR
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by Alan Warnes

The South China Sea occupies 
a central position regarding 
the Indo-Pacific Sea Lines 
of Communication (SLOC) 
connecting Europe, the Middle 

East and south Asia to south-east 
Asia and North America. It needs 
to monitored around the clock by 
Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPAs). Ristian 
Superiyanto, associate research fellow at 
the S. Rajaratnam School of International 
Studies (RSIS) in Singapore, told the 
author in November 2014: “These 
SLOCs are underpinning the economic 
attractions of the region where there is a 
significant amount of trade carried out (on 
the high seas) and by ship. The shipping 
density centres around the South China 
Sea.  Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) 
are also being challenged and economic 
sovereignties are being ignored by the 
PRC where there are several claimants 
to a number of areas of the South China 
Sea.” This stretch of water is home to 
a number of maritime and territorial 

Maritime surveillance is an important requirement for most countries 

with interests in the South China Sea. The ongoing geopolitical 

situation in the region and as a whole, means that most nations need 

to keep an eye on their neighbours, particularly the People’s Republic 

of China (PRC).

disputes, mainly focused on the Spratly 
and Paracel archipelagos parts, or all, of 
which are claimed by Brunei-Darussalam, 
Malaysia, the Philippines, the PRC, the 
Republic of China and Vietnam. 

The Main Threat
The Beijing government has drawn up a 
demarcation line in the South China Sea, 
known as the ‘nine-dash line’ and claims 
all the territory behind it, which includes 
the Spratley and Paracel archipelagos. 
Beijing’s motivation is thought to centre  
on the PRC’s hunger for natural resources: 
A report by the United States Geological 
Survey in 2010 estimated that the South 
China Sea could hold oil reserves of at 
least 750 million barrels of oil. To this end, 
the PRC is now asserting itself more in the 
region which has seen Peoples Liberation 
Army Navy (PLAN) Sukhoi Su-30MKK 
fighters manoeuvring extremely close 
to US Navy Boeing P-8A and Lockheed 
Martin P-3C Orion MPAs as witnessed 
in August 2014. Even more alarming for 

many nations is that the Su-30MKKs, once 
equipped with air-to-air refuelling, could 
reach the south of Malaysia, Singapore 
and even parts of Indonesia.

The PLAN has also recently increased 
its blue water capabilities to a higher level. 
Its Liaoning carrier, commissioned in 2012 
was declared combat ready in November 
2016. Meanwhile, the PLAN acquired the 
former Russian Navy Admiral Kuznetsov 
carrier in the late 1990s and turned it into 
an arguably tangible threat to stability 
in the South China Sea. This is of real 
concern to the US Navy, as is the PLAN’s 
weaponry which includes the Hongdu 
Aviation Industry Corporation CM-302 
active radar/infrared guided anti-ship 
missile. The Liaoning can be equipped 
with 24 Shenyang J-15 fighters, a locally 
built version of the Sukhoi Su-33 fighter; 
enough to intimidate and destroy many of 
the navy vessels operated by the countries 
opposing the PRC’s maritime expansion. 
Douglas Barrie, senior fellow for military 
aerospace at the International Institute of 

The MQ-4C Triton will be deployed by the US 
Navy to the Asia-Pacific in 2018. Australia 
has also ordered the UAV to supplement its 
maritime capabilities.
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Strategic Studies, a London-based think-
tank, told AMR that: “The PLAN appears 
to have a regional maritime strategy of 
which carrier-based organic air power, 
when fully developed, will be a key 
element: “For the moment the PLAN is 
comparatively early in the development 
of multi-role carrier aviation, but its 
direction of travel would seem clear. In 
regional terms it is a capability that over 
time cannot be ignored.”

The US Navy
The US government is certainly cautious 
of the PRC’s aspirations, and maritime 
patrol aircraft are a key element to keeping 
an eye on what the latter is up to, and 
acting if required. Not too surprisingly, 
this keeps the US military busy. The 
US Navy’s Seventh Fleet is the largest 
forward-deployed US fleet, with the 
Western Pacific and Indian Ocean coming 
under its responsibility, which includes the 
South China Sea and it is there to protect 
US interests and those of its allies. As a 
component unit, Combined Task Force 
(CTF) 72 leads patrol, reconnaissance 
and surveillance forces in support of 
the Seventh Fleet. It promotes regional 
security and the enhancement of theatre 
security operations through multilateral 
engagements to build reconnaissance and 
surveillance capabilities within the fleet 
and within partner forces.

 Not too surprisingly, most of the 
leadership of CTF-72 has MPA experience. 
The current commander, Captain Richard 
W. Pest has served four P-3C squadrons 
as well as serving as the Maritime Patrol 
and Reconnaissance Force Requirements 
Officer at Norfolk airbase, Virginia. He 
has amongst his responsibilities six 
P-8A aircraft based at Kadena airbase, 
on the Japanese island of Okinawa; 
nine P-3Cs located at Atsugi airbase on 
Honshu Island and two EP-3E electronic 
intelligence gathering aircraft at 
Andersen airbase on the island of Guam. 
The P-8A is a relative newcomer to the 
region, with the first aircraft deploying 
to Kadena airbase in December 2013. 
Since then more US Navy squadrons 
have passed through Kadena airbase as 
they have re-equipped from the P-3C to 
the P-8A. The P-8A has an impressive 
airborne maritime surveillance capability. 
Developed from the Boeing 737-800 
airliner, it has been designed for long-
range Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW); 
anti-surface warfare; and intelligence, 
surveillance and reconnaissance 
missions. Equipped with advanced 

sensors and mission systems, including 
Raytheon’s AN/APY-10 multifunction 
radar thought to transmit in X-band (8.5-
10.68 gigahertz), which provides high-
resolution radar images plus an acoustic 
system that is said to boast four times the 
processing capacity of the ASW systems 
used by the P-3C. Lethality is provided 
by the aircraft’s Boeing AGM-84 Harpoon 
Block-2 active radar homing-guided anti-
ship missiles, Mk.82 depth charges and 
Raytheon Mk.54 lightweight torpedoes 
as well as over 100 deployable sonobuoys 
for detecting submarines 

Supplementing the P-8A, will be the US 
Navy’s Broad Area Maritime Surveillance 
(BAMS) Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) 
system intended to enhance maritime 
surveillance capabilities. The BAMS is 
focused on the Northrop Grumman MQ-
4C Triton UAV, the naval version of the 
firms’ RQ-4B Block-40 Global Hawk. This 
aircraft will be employed to enhance 
maritime intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance. Two MQ-4Cs should 
replace the EP-3Es currently based at 
Guam in 2018 but at present it remains 
unclear where these aircraft will be based. 

Singapore, which operates the 
Fokker-50 MPA is allowing the US 
Navy to deploy P-8As to the Republic 
of Singapore Air Force Tengah airbase. 
Back in December 2015, both countries 
committed to a new defence co-operation 
agreement which would see the regular 
deployment of P-8As that the US DOD 
said: “would allow it to enhance its 
presence in a part of Southeast Asia 
where its partners are increasingly asking 
it to operate more regularly.” 

Australia
Key to any allied strategy in the Asia-
Pacific region is interoperability. The Royal 

Australian Air Force, arguably more than 
most in the region, understands that. On 
21st February 2014 it announced the 
acquisition of eight P-8As for a reported 
$3.6 billion, taking the interoperability 
of the US Navy and RAAF to the next 
level. Since then options for four more 
aircraft have been exercised, which will 
be delivered by March 2020. Another 
additional three are also set to be acquired, 
so that by the mid-2020s the RAAF is 
expected to have a fleet of 15 P-8As. In 
March 2014, Australia became the first 
foreign customer for the MQ-4C Triton, 
acquired to fulfil the unmanned element of 
the RAAF’s two-phased P-3C replacement 
effort. The seven unmanned aircraft 
are expected to cost around $2.5 billion, 
according to open sources. By acquiring 
this UAV, the RAAF will be mirroring the 
US Navy’s joint manned and unmanned 
MPA force currently developing.

During the first P-8A delivery 
ceremony held at the RAAF’s Edinburgh 
airbase in South Australia on 17th 
November 2016, Air Marshal Leo Davies, 
the chief of the air staff, told reporters: 

“The P-8A is certainly the future, it is a 
generational leap that we are going to 
make in the maritime domain. It has 
greater range, it certainly has greater 
connectivity, advanced acoustics and a 
radar system that is world class … When 
we integrate this with (the MQ-4C) in 
the early 2020s, with the (‘Hobart’ class 
destroyer), Future Frigate and both our 
submarine classes (the ‘Collins’ class 
conventional hunter-killer submarine 
and her replacement) we’ll have a fifth 
generation maritime force.” 

India and Pakistan
There is no love lost between the two 
nations, which have fought four overt 

The US Navy P-8A Poseidon is 
leading the way as a modern 
maritime patrol aircraft with 
deployments to the South China Sea 
commencing in December 2013.
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country’s EEZ. Pakistan’s waters are 
strategically important because as Cdr. 
Qureshi continued “20 percent of the 
world’s petroleum passes through the 
Strait of Hormuz to the west of the Gulf 
of Oman every year.” 

What Next?
There are several P-3C operators in 
the Asia-Pacific, Japan (over 100), New 
Zealand (six P-3K2s, as the aircraft was 
re-designated after being upgraded by 
L3 Communications), Taiwan (twelve) 
and the Republic of Korea (eight P-3C3+ 
and eight new P-3CKs delivered in 2010). 
The latter can be armed with AGM-84 
Block-2 AShMs. Japan is an interesting 
case having developed the purpose-built 
Kawasaki P-1 to eventually replace its 
P-3C aircraft. The first two aircraft were 
delivered to the Japanese Maritime Self 
Defence Force (JMSDF) on 26th March 
2013. They have been joined by a further 
eight, with another three expected this 
year, and are based at Atsugi airbase. 
The P-1 has both a weapons bay and 
eight external hardpoints mounted on 
the wings. The JMSDF plans currently 
call for 70 P-1s to be ordered to replace 
its 100 plus P-3Cs. The sheer scale of its 
MPA fleet highlights Japan’s high level of 
perceived threat from the sea.

At some point in the future, when the 
US Navy stops supporting the P-3 family, 
choices on future replacements for this 
aircraft around the Asia-Pacific will need to 
be made. There are aircraft that could fulfil 
their role beyond the P-8A family and P-1, 
with many new kids on the block including 
the Saab Swordfish maritime patrol aircraft, 
which can use either a Bombardier Q400 or 
Global 6000 turbofan transport, or the ATR-
72 turboprop transport airframe. While the 
countries elsewhere in the Asia-Pacific 
are crying out for armed MPA in light of 
threats such as piracy, which continues to 
remain a concern in areas such as the Strait 
of Malacca, according to local reports, not 
to mention the ongoing tensions with the 
PRC discussed above, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
the Philippines and Vietnam are currently 
operating unarmed MPAs. With ‘a’ limited 
defence budgets, for example Malaysia’s 
defence budget is expected to reduce 
in 2016, compared to previous years as 
discussed in Dzirhan Mahadzir’s Malaysia 
Tightens its Belt article in the April edition 
of AMR, all these countries have to think 
carefully about spending billions on new 
aircraft, but if they want to protect their 
sovereignty that is what they might have 
to do. 

armed conflicts since 1947, so it is not 
surprising that much of their operational 
capacity and capability is geared towards 
one another, although the PRC plays a 
role in India’s strategic posture given 
that country’s occupation of the Aksai 
Chin region of Kashmir claimed by India, 
and India’s occupation of Arunachal 
Pradesh, claimed by the PRC. The 
Indian Navy operates eight Boeing P-8I 
Neptunes, purchased in a $2.1 billion deal 
signed on 1st January 2009, which were 
inducted into service between December 
2012 and November 2015. In June 2016 
India’s Cabinet Committee on Security 
announced it had approved an option for 
four additional aircraft in a deal worth $1 
billion, with the first aircraft expected to 
be delivered in 2019. Unlike the US Navy, 
RAAF and the RAF (Royal Air Force), 
which announced its intention to procure 
nine aircraft in November 2015, the Indian 
P-8Is have a Telephonics AN/APS-143 
OceanEye X-band airborne surveillance 
radar and a Magnetic Anomaly Detector 
(MAD), which detects disturbances in 
magnetic fields caused by large metallic 
objects such as submarines. These P-8Is 
are thought to conduct operations over 
much of the Indian Ocean keeping a 
watch on PLAN and Pakistan Navy 
submarines. According to Indian media 
reports, deployments of the P-8Is have 
been made to the remote Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands in the India Ocean near 
the Strait of Malacca. The location is a 
chokepoint in the eastern Indian Ocean 
that bisects Malaysia, as well as other 
routes in the Indian Ocean keeping watch 
on military and commercial shipping in 
the Indian Ocean. 

Meanwhile, the Pakistan Navy (PN) is 

flying seven P-3C-PUP (Pakistan Upgrade 
Programme) Orions from the navy’s 
Mehran airbase just outside Karachi. 
They can be armed with the Boeing 
AGM-84H SLAM-ER (Standoff Land 
Attack Missile – Extended Response) 
satellite/infrared guided air-to-surface 
missile. Like its Indian counterparts, the 
Pakistan Navy’s MPA are on the lookout 
for submarines, chiefly Indian ones, but 
also perform overland reconnaissance 
missions supporting Pakistan Army 
counter-insurgency operations in the 
Federally Administered Tribal Area 
region of northeast Pakistan. The PN has 
also acquired three second-hand ATR 72 
turboprop transports, and after several 
years of operations as utility aircraft the 
PN has contracted Rheinland Air Services 
in Germany to upgrade two of them to 
the MPA role. They will be modified 
with a Leonardo Seaspray-7300 X-band 
airborne surveillance radar integrated 
into Aerodata AG’s Aerodata mission 
system, by Rheinland Air Service at 
Monchengladback in Germany, and 
being configured for the ASW role with 
torpedoes and depth charges. Marshal 
Aerospace based in Cambridge in eastern 
England has been contracted to do the 
design work on the aircraft.  The first one 
is expected to enter service later this year.  

Both will be a welcome addition to 
the Pakistan Navy’s aviation fleet, which 
is still recovering from the loss of the 
two P-3Cs in May 2011, when insurgents 
attacked Mehran airbase. The Pakistan 
Navy’s Commander Imran Qureshi 
told the author in 2014, “the PN has to 
cover some 86000 square nautical miles 
(295,000 square kilometres) of the Indian 
Ocean.” This area of water includes the 

The Royal Australian Air 
Force followed the US Navy’s 
lead and took delivery of its 
first P-8A in November 2016.
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by Andrew Drwiega

The crash of a CHC Helikopter 
Service Eurocopter/Airbus 
Helicopters H-225 Super Puma 
medium-lift utility helicopter off 
the southwest coast of Norway 

on 29th April 2016 which killed 13 
passengers and crew, and the subsequent 
grounding of the helicopter for oil and 
gas operations in the area, proved a 
severe set-back not only to civil sales of 
this aircraft, but also affected confidence 
among potential military buyers. 
Therefore, it was with great relief that 
the company was able to announce on 
8th November 2016 that the Singaporean 
Ministry of Defence had signed a $1 
billion contract to buy an undisclosed 
number of H-225Ms to replace its aged 
fleet of AS-332 Super Pumas. Perhaps 
the order for 30 H-225Ms  by the Kuwaiti 
Ministry of Defence on 9th August 2016 
helped to persuade Singaporean military 
authorities that their decision to stall the 

feeT weT
While naval support helicopters remain  a key element of any navy, the 

development of small UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) is gaining pace 

to provide supplementary capabilities, particularly for long endurance 

ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance) missions.
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The Royal Australian 
Navy is expected to 

receive a total of 24 MH-
60R helicopters. These 

will replace the service’s 
legacy S-70B2 rotorcraft.
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Australia has had its share of trials and tribulations in recent years regarding military helicopter 
acquisitions. Fortunately, the MH-60R acquisition had gone altogether more smoothly.
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has been, to some extent, future proofed. 
Current naval operators of the NH-90 
include France (16 delivered, eleven on 
order) and Italy (19 delivered, 27 on order). 

Final Deliveries
In December 2016, the Republic of Korea’s 
government accepted the final four of 
eight AgustaWestland/Leonardo AW-159 
Wildcat aircraft. Although the Republic 
of Korea Navy (ROKN) will use these 
principally as anti-submarine warfare 
aircraft, their Selex/Leonardo Seaspray-
7000E X-band (8.5 gigahertz/GHz to 
10.68GHz) airborne surveillance radar 
can be used to search over sea, land and 
air. For anti-submarine missions the 
AW-159 can use the Thales Compact 
FLASH Sonics low-frequency, long-
range dipping sonar system. Facing the 
People’s Republic of China’s maritime and 
territorial claims over the South China Sea 
(please see this issue’s Naval Directory for 
more information on these disputes), the 
Philippines government has also ordered 
two similarly-equipped AW-159s for its 
own navy. These will be delivered in 2018, 
according to media reports.

Meanwhile, during September 
2016, the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) 

purchase, which followed the Norwegian 
accident, could now be reversed.

In a company press release 
announcing the news, Guillaume 
Faury, chief executive officer of Airbus 
Helicopters said that while: “the Super 
Puma has served Singapore well for the 
last 30 years…the addition of the H-225M 
to the RSAF (Republic of Singapore Air 
Force) fleet will bring a step change in 
capabilities.” The current AS-332 fleet 
is used for a wide variety of operations 
including troop transport, civil assistance 
and search and rescue missions, as well 
as some maritime deployments although 
the RSAF’s Sikorsky S-70B naval support 
helicopters perform frigate-based anti-
submarine and anti-surface warfare.

 Another aircraft from the Airbus 
Helicopters stable, the NH Industries 
(a joint venture between Airbus 
Helicopters, AgustaWestland and Fokker 
Aerostructures) NH-90 Sea Lion naval 
support helicopter, also made news 
recently when the first variant conducted 
its first flight from Airbus Helicopters’ 
facility in Donauwörth, southern Germany. 
The German Navy requires 18 NH-90 Sea 
Lions (the local designation for the NH-
90NFH naval support helicopter) and is 

expecting to start taking delivery of these 
helicopters during the second half of 2019 
with the final aircraft arriving before 2022, 
according to Airbus. The German Navy 
plans for the NH-90 is to begin replacing its 
21 AgustaWestland Sea King Mk.41 naval 
support helicopters in the second half of 
2019 with all 18 units expected to be in the 
fleet by 2022. As well as conducting land-
based SAR missions, they will operate from 
the navy’s ‘Berlin’ class replenishment 
ships: “The navy is looking forward, as 
the first customer, to be receiving the NH-
90 Sea Lion on time by the end of 2019,” 
said Vice Admiral Andreas Krause, chief 
of the German Navy, stated in an Airbus 
Helicopters press release.

The German Navy’s NH-90 Sea 
Lion represents one of the 23 different 
versions of the NH-90 that NH Industries 
has developed. The decision to procure 
several distinct variants of the aircraft was 
the root cause of the well documented 
delays in aircraft deliveries. Moreover, 
this was a likely cause of the Singaporean 
government’s decision to opt for the 
H-225M, as both aircraft were in the 
competition to replace the AS-332s (see 
above). Nevertheless, the German Navy is 
now set to receive a rotary capability that 
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An S-100 equipped with an L3 WESCAM 
MX-10 optronics system, together with 
a Leonardo/Selex PicoSAR airborne 
surveillance radar and SAGE electronic 
surveillance system is seen here undergoing 
testing with the RAN.

An S-100 equipped with an L3 WESCAM 
MX-10 optronics system, together with 
a Leonardo/Selex PicoSAR airborne 
surveillance radar and SAGE electronic 
surveillance system is seen here undergoing 
testing with the RAN.
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S-100s have reportedly been trialed and/
or purchased by the navies of France, 
Germany, India, Italy and the People’s 
Republic of China. 

The proven nature of the S-100 was 
something that was foremost in the 
minds of Australian defence procurement 
officials whom have endured difficult 
past acquisitions as witnessed by the 
Kaman SH-2GA Super Seasprite naval 
support helicopter programme and the 
Australian Army Eurocopter/Airbus 
Helicopters EC-665 ARH Tiger attack 
helicopter acquisition. Eleven SH-2GAs 
were purchased from Kaman in 1997 but 
continuing problems and spiralling costs 
meant that the project was cancelled in 
March 2008. Sikorksy’s more mature MH-
60R Seahawk was selected to replace the 
SH-2GA and to date the programme 
has been rolled out on time and cost. 
The enduring problems suffered by the 
Australian Army in bringing its 22 EC-665s 
into full operational certification resulted 
last year in the Australian government 
declaring in its 2016 Defence White 
Paper which outlines the government’s 
defence procurement priorities that it 
would:  “replace the 22 Tiger Armed 
Reconnaissance helicopters with a new 
armed reconnaissance capability from the 
mid-2020s.”

The S-100 has completed missions on 
over 30 different types of ship in every 
naval environment and ocean, from the 
tropics to the polar regions. The two 
S-100s with mission control systems that 
have been supplied to the RAN come with 
a three year contractor logistics support 
package, and the project is reportedly 
worth $12 million. One key advantage 
of the S-100, compared to fixed-wing 
UAVs, is that it is launched and recovered 
vertically, meaning that it does not require 
a launch and recovery system, and the 
aircraft can be housed in the helicopter 
hangar. The RAN’s S-100 programme will 
determine the navy’s decision regarding 
the acquisition of a permanent UAV in the 
early 2020s across the fleet. 

Not to be outdone, Australia’s northern 
neighbour Indonesia has become the first 
customer to acquire and conduct acceptance 
tests on the UMS Skeldar V-200 rotary UAV. 
The V-200 is a heavy fuel UAV using JP-8 
kerosene which has a low ignition point 
and can be stored for long periods. Training 
has been supplied by UMS Skeldar and 
acceptance trials were conducted in late 
2016. It can be used both over land and 
water. So far, it has only been announced 
that the Indonesian Ministry of Defence will 

received the last of its 24 Sikorsky MH-60R 
Seahawk naval support helicopters. The 
transfer took place at Lockheed Martin’s 
(Sikorsky’s parent company) purpose-
built logistics and maintenance facility 
at the RAN’s HMAS Albatross airbase at 
Nowra, New South Wales. This facility 
has maintenance, repair and overhaul 
facilities and a logistics warehouse to 
provide the MH-60Rs. The Australian 
government chose the MH-60R in June 
2011 with the aircraft replacing the RAN’s 
old fleet of Sikorsky S-70B2 Seahawks. 

Rotary UAVs
The burgeoning interest in ship-borne 
rotary UAVs may be influencing the 
decision by naval commanders regarding 
their need to buy new naval support 

helicopters or to upgrade existing types. 
The decision by the RAN to procure two 
of Schiebel’s S-100 Camcopter UAVs to 
deliver its Maritime Tactical Unmanned 
Aircraft System–Interim Capability 
(MTUAS-IC) requirement, marks the 
culmination of an international request 
for tender issued by the Australian 
government in February 2016. The RAN is 
looking to develop its experience of using 
UAVs at sea to increase the situational 
awareness of its surface fleet though the 
use of a variety of UAV-mounted sensors. 
For example, among the sensors which 
have been demonstrated and installed 
on this aircraft is L3 WESCAM’s MX-
10 optronics system. The S-100 has 
been flown by several navies across the 
world and is a known quantity. To date, 

Airbus Helicopters and DCNS are now 
partnering to develop the VSR-700 into 
a UAV for the French Navy, and possibly 
other customers, from 2020.
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Indonesia has become the first customer for the V-200 UAV. 
Acceptance trials of the aircraft were performed in 2016. 

acquire the aircraft, as opposed to 
the specific service, or services which 
will be operating it. Moreover, it has 
not been revealed when deliveries of 
this UAV will commence.

Another upcoming rotary 
UAV with large potential for 
naval applications is Airbus 
Helicopter’s VSR-700. This aircraft 
is a derivative of the Guimbal 
Cabri-G2 helicopter, which has 
been an ongoing development 
over the last ten years with Airbus. 
In October 2016, it was reported 
that Airbus Helicopters and DCNS 
had joined forces to develop the 
VSR-700 to respond to the Marine 
Nationale (French Navy) SDAM (Système 
de Drones Aériens de la Marine/Naval UAV 
System) requirement. Further reports in 
January stated that a prototype of this 
aircraft is expected to commence flight 
trials before the end of the year, with 
certification possibly following in 2019. 
Reports have continued that the VRS-
700 could replace the French Navy’s 
current S-100 aircraft, delivered in 2012, 

which has supported naval UAV trials, 
and helped the force gain experience in 
operating a rotary UAV. Deliveries of the 
VSR-700 are expected to commence in 
circa 2020. Jean-Brice Dumont, the recent 
head of engineering at Airbus Helicopters, 
stated that the company had learned 
much about UAV control and dynamics 
through optionally piloted test flights 
with its Eurocopter/Airbus Helicopters 

H-155 and H-145 medium-lift and 
light utility helicopters, adding 
that the company was now in a 
position to bring the capability 
quickly to the naval market. 

While tensions continue to 
escalate in both south-east and east 
Asia over the PRC’s expansion and 
island-building policy, the growth 
of the region’s naval capabilities 
will remain relatively steady. The 
low oil price, which have averaged 
circa $55 per barrel of Brent Crude 
for January and February, according 
to the US Energy Information 
Administration, has continued to 
effect defence spending for several 

nations, notably oil-rich Malaysia, and the 
trend has been to follow the West’s lead in 
doing more with less as far as rotorcraft 
are concerned. Naval support helicopters 
remain a significant asset to any navy 
particularly when protecting archipelagos. 
There is almost certain to be an expansion 
of maritime rotary UAVs to survey these 
areas and to help enhance the security of 
exclusive economic zones.
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by Beth Stevenson

While much attention is paid by Asia-Pacific 

nations to the maritime, land and air domains, 

there is a  push to develop space capabilities 

across the region. These efforts are 

manifesting themselves into a regional ‘space 

race’ between rival nations. 

STARSHIP ENTERPRISE

This space race reflects a similar 
one played out during the Cold 
War between the US and Soviet 
Union that began in the 1950s 
and aimed to showcase national 

prowess and technological ingenuity 
via increasingly ambitious space-based 
goals, arguably culminating in the US’ 
Apollo programme which saw that 
country send astronauts to the moon 
between 1969 and 1972. While the Cold 
War is now over, space exploration and 
supremacy remain key aims for both 

Space is important to nations 
across the Asia-Pacific for a range 
of reasons, including economic 
advancement, sovereignty and 
national defence, with capabilities 
varying between different regional 
powers.
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the US and Russia, which continue as 
spacefaring nations. 

Final Frontiers
Now a similar struggle is evident in the 
Asia-Pacific. Japan and the People’s Re-
public of China (PRC) made early gains in 
this sphere, launching satellites into space 
in the 1970s, but other nations such as the 
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 
(DPRK), India and the Republic of Korea 
are now striving to play catch up, and 
there are a number of factors driving this 
area of development: “Space is important 
to these countries for multiple reasons,” 
Bill Ostrove, principal space analyst at 
Forecast International, a research company, 
told AMR, adding that it is an important 
driver of technological and economic de-
velopment: “China has successfully sold 
satellites and launch services around the 
world. In recent years, India has become 
a major player on the commercial launch 
market, especially its PSLV (Polar Satellite 
Launch Vehicle), which has become popu-
lar among small satellite operators.”

The PSLV has been in service for some 
20 years, having launched a number of 
satellite types into space for 19 countries, 
according to the Indian Space Research 
Organisation (IRSO). These include the 
Chandrayaan-1, Mars Orbiter Mission, 
the Space Capsule Recovery Experiment 
and the Indian Regional Navigation Satel-
lite System. India received a lot of atten-
tion for its Mars Orbiter Mission (MOM), 
which was launched in 2013, in particular, 
Mr. Ostrove said. On 15th February, the 
PSLV demonstrated its ability to carry 104 

satellites into orbit at one time, which was 
hailed as being “a landmark in the history 
of our space programme”, according to a 
letter from AS Kiran Kumar, India’s secre-
tary for space. This is the largest amount of 
satellites ever carried using one launcher, 
and the achievement was also praised by 
India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi: 

“This remarkable feat by ISRO is yet an-
other proud moment for our space sci-
entific community and the nation. India 
salutes our scientists,” Mr. Modi said on 
social media: “The capabilities that the 
satellites provide are also important for 
the economic development of the region,” 
Mr. Ostrove continued: “Communications 
satellites broadcast video and provide 
the backbone for growing data networks; 
weather satellites provide meteorological 
data important for travel, trade, and mili-
tary operations; and remote sensing satel-
lites provide data on forestry, agriculture, 
and the environment.”

Pride is also of importance to nations 
throughout the region, and as they be-
come more active on the world stage, the 
position they hold as ‘space powers’ is 
paramount to their image, Mr. Ostrove 
added. In addition to the MOM achieve-
ment gained by India, the PRC also gained 
prestige for its methodical human space 
exploration development, Mr. Ostrove 
said, with the most recent accomplishment 
being the launch of its second space sta-
tion, the Tiangong-2, that entered the heav-
ens in September 2016, to which Beijing 
will send several crews over the next year:  

“Finally, space is an important part of de-
fence capabilities for Asia-Pacific coun-

tries,” he added: “Japan, India, and China 
are all investing heavily in military satel-
lites for both reconnaissance and commu-
nications. The (DPRK) is also developing 
military capabilities, especially in its ef-
forts to develop and build rockets, which 
can deliver satellites to space, but also war-
heads to its enemies.”

Prime Directives
This latter development in the Asia-
Pacific space race is concerning, given 
the DPRK’s strained relations with most 
world powers, and its seemingly intense 
desire to become a regional force to fear. 
The development of Intercontinental Bal-
listic Missiles (ICBM), which typically 
have a range in excess of 2969.7 nautical 
miles/nm (5500 kilometres/km) is one of 
the more disturbing areas of progress, as 
a projectile of this kind that uses a period 
of spaceflight to gain speed would enable 
long-range firings that could reach the 
continental United States, and to poten-
tially carry a nuclear warhead to targets 
there. Nuclear ICBM ownership is typi-
cally used as a deterrent, but it is unclear 
if this is the case when it comes to the 
DPRK. Underground nuclear weapons 
testing has been carried out by the ‘Her-
mit Kingdom’ since 2006, with Pyong-
yang claiming two successful tests in 2016, 
despite the nation promising to give up 
nuclear development in 2005. Even the 
DPRK’s only regional ally the PRC has 
condemned recent nuclear testing, join-
ing 14 other members of the United Na-
tions Security Council in issuing a joint 
statement in 2016 criticising Pyongyang 
regarding the consequences of its ongo-
ing testing. Additionally, in his 2017 new 
year address, the DPRK’s Supreme Leader 
Kim Jong-un, claimed that the country 
was planning on continuing its nuclear 
testing, and was planning demonstra-
tions of an ICBM at some point this year: 

“We conducted the first (Hydrogen bomb) 
test, test-firing of various means of strike 
and nuclear warhead tests successfully 
to cope with the imperialists’ nuclear 
war threats, which were growing more 
wicked day by day, briskly developed 
state-of-the-art military hardware, and 
entered the final stage of preparation for 
the test launch of an intercontinental bal-
listic missile; we achieved other marvel-
lous successes one after another for the 
consolidation of the defence capability,” 
said Mr. Kim Following these statements, 
on 6th March, four ballistic missiles of 
an unknown type were launched by 
Pyongyang, three of which are assumed 

India has made 
advancements in 
Mars exploration, 
using an orbiter 
to map the 
characteristics 
of the planet for 
scientific research, 
while exploring the 
possibility of life on 
Mars.
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will continue technology development to 
realise active debris removal: “Now we 
are analysing the possible causes of the 
failure (but the) study is not fixed yet,” 
the JAXA spokesperson continued. JAXA 
added that four to five launches are car-
ried out by the agency per year, which 
includes the Mitsubishi H-IIA and H-IIB 
rockets plus the JAXA-developed Epsilon 
rocket: “JAXA is conducting activities in 
line with the peaceful use of outer space, 
in an integrated and programmatic man-
ner,” the spokesperson continued. Mit-
subishi develops a significant amount 
of Japanese space technology, which 
a company spokesperson told AMR is 
one of eight key growth areas the firm is 
working on: “We supply satellites in the 
fields of communication and broadcast-
ing, observation, as well as navigation,” 
the spokesperson said: “As far as sales 
are concerned, we recorded sales of ap-
proximately $800 million during the 2015 
Japanese fiscal year in our space systems 
business.” The company could not dis-
close how much business comes from the 
domestic versus international markets, 
nor could it say how much is made up of 
military sales versus commercial. 

Mr. Ostrove noted that Japan has a 
very close relationship with the US’ Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA) and European Space Agen-
cy (ESA), particularly in designing and 
launching science satellites. He added that 
the country typically forms partnerships 
for its science satellites. An example of this 
is the ASTRO-G built in partnership with 
ESA, although the ASTRO-H X-ray astron-
omy satellite that was built in partnership 

by Japan to have landed in that country’s 
EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone): “Today, 
it seems that (the DPRK) launched four 
ballistic missiles almost simultaneously 
in an easterly direction from the prox-
imity of Tongch’ang-ri on the west coast 
of (the country),” the Japanese Ministry 
of Defence (MOD) said in a 6th March 
statement: “It is presumed that the mis-
siles travelled approximately 539.9nm 
(1000km) and fell into the Sea of Japan … 
It is also presumed that three of the mis-
siles fell into Japan’s exclusive economic 
zone.” The MOD warned that the coun-
try: “can in no way tolerate this act as it 
is clear provocation to Japan’s security as 
well as regional security.”

While Mr. Ostrove could not talk  
regarding the ICBM development specifi-
cally, he noted that space developments 
by the DPRK particularly rockets, are both 
strategic and political in nature: “They see 
these capabilities as a key to their defence,” 
he said: “It’s also a source of national pride, 
which is very important for an authoritari-
an regime. It gives them something to show 
their people.” Additionally, the DPRK’s 
rocket-related activities have the added 
benefit of riling the neighbouring ROK and 
its US ally: “Another important strategy of 
an authoritarian regime is to demonstrate 
outside threats,” Mr. Ostrove said. 

The developments each nation is mak-
ing in space varies in terms of type and 
sophistication, with Japan leading the 
way, according to Mr. Ostrove. One area 
that Japan is exploring is the removal of 

space debris, which it deems a “serious 
threat on humankind’s use of outer space 
in the future,” a Japan Aerospace Explo-
ration Agency (JAXA) spokesperson told 
AMR. However, in February an attempt 
by JAXA to test the possibility of clearing 
some of this space debris by using a tether 
attached to a Russian Progress cargo ship 
that had just returned from a resupply 
mission to the International Space Station, 
failed. It is believed that the tether did not 
deploy, but JAXA has not yet revealed the 
reason the mission failed: “Removal of 
space debris (is a) common and urgent is-
sue for all,” the spokesperson said: “JAXA 

Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industries and 
JAXA launch the 
H-IIA Launch 
Vehicle-30 carrying 
the ASTRO-H 
X-ray astronomy 
satellite on 17th 
February 2016 from 
the Tanegashima 
Space Centre on 
Tanegashima Island.
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JAXA’s H-IIB rocket carries out its first stage captive firing test in 2009, which tested the engine 
and countdown to take-off, and ultimately led to the maiden voyage of the vehicle to resupply 
the International Space Station.
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with NASA was lost after launch in 2016.
While Japan takes the lead, India and 

the PRC lag behind slightly, Mr. Ostrove 
added, although they are both making 
progress in catching up with Tokyo in 
space development, while the DPRK is 
not nearly as advanced. Mr. Ostrove 
noted that in many cases over the past 
four to five years, spacecraft reliabil-
ity has eclipsed that of Russia across the 
Asia-Pacific, while costs are lower than in 
Western countries in terms of both devel-
opment and launch. 

The PRC’s space programme has been 
less cooperative, he noted, due in part to 
export restrictions on satellite components 
imposed by the US on Beijing since 2011, 
which has resulted in NASA being banned 
from cooperating with China: “These 
limitations also make it difficult for ESA 
to work with China, since ESA satellites 
typically use at least some US-built com-
ponents, and (ESA also has to cooperate) 
with NASA scientists,” Mr. Ostrove not-
ed. In the same vein, the DPRK has also 
largely developed its space industry by 
itself, he added, due to technology embar-
goes against the country that are in place 
from European governments, and from 
the US as a result of the DPRK’s nuclear 
weapons and ballistic missile programmes.  
India on the other hand is increasingly 
working with other countries, particularly 
the US. One example would be the NISAR 
environmental remote sensing satellite 
that the two nations are cooperating on. 
According to NASA, NISAR is planned 
for launch in 2020. The partnership leads 
on from previous collaborations between 
NASA and ISRO, including India’s Chan-
drayan-1 lunar and Mangalyaan Mars 
missions, plus on NASA’s QuikSCAT and 
ISRO’s OCEANSAT Earth observation 

missions: “NISAR would be the first col-
laborative project where both the techni-
cal and programmatic contributions are 
balanced at the mission level, with major 
hardware contributions (from) both or-
ganizations,” NASA said in a 2014 paper 
discussing the NISAR project. Mr. Ostrove 
observed that overall, a trend has emerged 
that has seen Asia-Pacific nations work 
with other nations on the “peaceful as-
pects of space,” which includes commer-
cial launches and scientific cooperation. 

A Continuing Mission
Cooperation between nations in the region 
on the other hand is very rare, with space 
players opting to team with entities in Eu-
rope, the US or Russia. In addition to the 
more prolific nations researching space ex-
ploration, there is also work being carried 
out in the less known space-driven nations 
in the region, including the Republic of 
China (ROC) and the ROK: “While those 
countries are not making major techno-
logical advances (they) operate important 
weather and remote sensing satellite net-
works,” Mr. Ostrove added. One project of 
interest in Taiwan is the Formosat/Con-
stellation Observing System for Meteorol-
ogy, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC) 
programme, which involved a series of 
small weather satellites built and operated 
in cooperation with NASA and the US Na-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NOAA) being launched in 2006. 
Off the back of COSMIC-1, which is still 
to some degree in operation, the USA and 
the ROC have agreed to move on to launch 
the Formosat-7/COSMIC-2 mission. This 
will see six satellites launched into low-
inclination orbits in 2017, the COSMIC 
consortium behind the mission says on 
its website, followed by a further six into AMR

high-inclination orbits in 2020. NOAA is 
leading the US side, while the ROC’s Na-
tional Space Organisation is taking care 
of that nation’s aspect. The US Air Force 
is also partnering on COSMIC-2, provid-
ing two space weather payloads that will 
fly on the first six satellites. The first will 
be a radio frequency beacon transmit-
ter and the second will carry ion velocity 
metre instruments: “The COSMIC-2 mis-
sion will provide a revolutionary increase 
in the number of atmospheric and iono-
spheric observations, which will greatly 
benefit the research and operational com-
munities,” according to the COSMIC pro-
gramme office website.  

To Boldly Go
With regards to the strategic aim that the 
Asia-Pacific is hoping to achieve through 
the use of space technology, there is often 
a blur between military and commercial 
applications, as nations in the region 
strive to make advancements in both do-
mains that quite often cross over: “Most 
of the space technology development in 
(the Asia-Pacific) comes on the civil and 
commercial side, such as the develop-
ment of launch vehicles (although the ba-
sic rocket technology can have dual use) 
and science satellites,” Mr. Ostrove noted: 

“However, at times, it can be difficult to 
differentiate between civil and military 
space in Asia.” He said that this is most 
notable in the PRC, but there is also evi-
dence of it in India where, for example, 
that country’s Insat satellite network con-
sists of both military and civil communi-
cations and weather satellites. This is one 
way in which rapid developments can be 
made in the Asia-Pacific, in order to help 
boost industrial advancements in both 
the commercial and military spheres. 

While the respective programmes in 
the region have faced certain challenges, 
this is no more than other nations outside 
of the region with more advanced offer-
ings have previously had to overcome, 
notably during the US-Soviet space race. 
The use of space technology is seemingly 
offering a strategic advantage for nations 
in this region, while simultaneously bol-
stering industry with new offerings for 
export as well as domestic consumption. 
Space is not only exclusive to the world’s 
leading powers. It is now being accessed 
by an array of nations that wish to make 
their mark in this dimension, and take 
their technological advancements to outer 
space for the sake of sovereignty, strategy, 
and a sense of equality with other nations 
beyond the Asia-Pacific. 

The US and ROC have agreed to 
launch the follow-on Formosat-7/
COSMIC-2 mission, which will see six 
satellites launched in 2017, followed 
by a further six in 2020.
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